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ABSTRACT
A Pedagogical Study of the Four Lauds for Solo Violin by Elliott Carter
by
Heesun Shin

Advisor: Joseph Straus
Elliott Carter was one of the most influential composers of the past century, leaving a
diverse and prolific body of over 150 works to posterity. Along with the Violin Concerto and
“Mnemosyné,” the Four Lauds are the only works written for solo violin. Literature on these
pieces is not extensive thus far, and this dissertation will provide an introduction to any student
who is interested in learning about Carter’s violin music. In the first chapter, I will discuss
relevant aspects of Carter’s musical language such as his use of all-trichord hexachord, allinterval trichord, complement union property, and his ideas on time. Then I will study each
Laud in the following four chapters using a dialogue form between teacher and student, bringing
together elements of performance, theory, and pedagogy.
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PREFACE
Charles Rosen in his book “The Musical Languages of Elliott Carter” (1984) talks about
the ostensible difficulty of listening to Carter’s music. Carter sought to develop his own musical
language throughout his life, and some listeners experience difficulty understanding it due to its
novelty. Rosen suggests that the challenge does not come from not being able to hear all the
notes (as it is more difficult to hear all the notes in a piece by Richard Strauss), nor does it come
from not being able to hear bar lines (which you are not supposed to), but from not hearing what
you expect to hear (12). Rosen suggests that this issue of omission, which poses a challenge for
the listener, is essential in understanding Carter’s language (23). When Rosen was premiering
the Double Concerto with pianist Ralph Kirkpatrick and conductor Gustav Meier, they were
overwhelmed with the complex cross-rhythms, further complicated by subdivisions of phrase
and accent (25). When he realized that Carter had removed the central beat altogether and that
the rhythms function quite independently, it began to make more sense (26). This anecdote
seems to illustrate that learning Carter’s music is not necessarily difficult in the technical sense
(although it may be the case in many of his works), but often in challenging the willingness of
listeners to become psychologically open to a new language that they may not be familiar with.
Similarly, when I share my dissertation topic with my colleagues and students, there
seems to be a measure of trepidation and unwarranted awe. This atmosphere is typical even
among top musical institutions, where only a few people are willing to engage in learning a
language that seems foreign and complex. Especially as a performer, as opposed to a
musicologist or composer, I have not had many opportunities to study in depth works that have
shaped American music of the last century. Even though I am far from an expert on Carter’s
musical language, my angle as a performer of this music may give a valuable perspective, one
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not widely reflected in the critical literature on Carter. As the former president of Juilliard
William Schuman said about the Juilliard String Quartet, one should “play all the standard
literature with the sense of discovery that should apply to new music, and play new music with
the reverence that should be applied to the classics” (Cahill 2015).
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INTRODUCTION
As the recent centennial celebrations honoring Elliott Carter have demonstrated, his body
of work is large and diverse. In his nearly hundred-and-four years of life, Elliott Carter produced
a wide range of instrumental music, including notable works for solo violin.
Each of the Four Lauds celebrates a different musician in Carter’s life, and was bound as
a collection many years after their independent conception. The first, titled “Statement—
Remembering Aaron,” is commissioned by and dedicated to the violinist Ole Bøhn. Carter
writes in the “Composer’s Notes” of the interest he had in Aaron Copland’s orchestral
Statements and indicates that ideas from his “Ukelele Serenade” and other works have been
included.
The second Laud is called “Riconoscenza per Goffredo Petrassi,” expressing his
appreciation for a beloved friend and composer. This work is chronologically the earliest of the
four pieces, written for the Festival Pontino in 1984. It was the occasion of Petrassi’s eightieth
birthday, and from Carter’s writing on Petrassi’s works, one can sense the admiration Carter had
for one of Italy’s foremost composers (Carter 2000).
The third Laud is called “Rhapsodic Musings,” written in 2000 for the eightieth birthday
celebration of another musician, Robert Mann. As a founder and the first violinist of the Juilliard
Quartet for 52 years, Robert Mann was able to premiere over 100 works; he promoted an array of
contemporary music, including the Pulitzer Prize-winning quartets by Carter (Manhattan School
of Music, 2013). The main motive of this piece comes from his initials, translated into the notes
re and mi, and Carter writes that he intended to express Robert Mann’s “remarkable human and
artistic qualities” in the music (Carter 2000).
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The last Laud celebrates Roger Sessions, entitled “Fantasy—Remembering Roger.”
Written in 1999, the piece was written for and premiered by the violinist Rolf Schulte. Perhaps
the most brilliant and demanding of the four, Carter successfully honors both Sessions and the
electrifying manner of Schulte’s playing in his last Laud.

Looking at the evolution of Carter’s musical style, one can sense his determination to
bring out his voice despite the challenges of his initial limitations. When he entered Harvard
University as a brilliant and ambitious student, he was discouraged from pursuing a degree in
music, as his lack of theoretical foundation limited his ability to benefit from the kind of
education they could offer. Instead, he was able to sharpen his skills at the Longy School of
Music in Boston, which was established by the oboist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra,
Georges Longy. Meanwhile, his switch to a major in English literature would serve him well in
laying a different kind of foundation, which perhaps added to the philosophical approach to his
compositions in his later years. After finishing his bachelor’s degree at Harvard, Carter would
return to the music department for an M.A. in composition.
It was after his time with Nadia Boulanger in Paris that Carter seems to have gained not
only valuable musical experience but also a degree of confidence, which accompanied him back
to the United States circa 1935.
A few of his major works which followed the end of World War II, namely the First
String Quartet, Piano Sonata, and the Cello Sonata, marked a new compositional maturity. If he
could be labeled as a neoclassicist prior to these works, his “effort to explore through music a
more significant temporal thought” carried him into a new stage of his career (Wierzbicki 2011,
57).
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As he experimented further with how he could carry “multiple strands of musical
thought,” he would spend more and more time on each of his compositions (Wierzbicki 2011,
70). His Piano Concerto was started in 1965, and the Concerto for Orchestra in 1969, each of
them taking four years to complete. Whereas between 1960 and 1980 he produced fifteen
compositions, what followed post-1980 was an astounding output of over eighty works.
Wierzbicki describes the character of many of his later works with what the Italian novelist Italo
Calvino called “lightness of thoughtfulness” (Wierzbicki 2011, 79).
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CHAPTER 1:
CARTER’S MUSICAL LANGUAGE
Charles Rosen discusses the Piano Sonata as a composition where Carter was able to start
forming his own language (Rosen 1984, 2). Many composers were interested in compiling such
musical “stock phrases” as scales, arpeggios, and chords. Not only was Schoenberg’s twelvetone system a radical example, but many other composers and theorists including Henry Cowell,
Joseph Schillinger, George Perle, and Allen Forte, also systematically organized their harmonic
vocabulary (Carter 2002, 19). As Carter was determined to form his own musical thought, it
comes as no surprise that he would develop his own Harmony Book, which came together over
two decades of producing innumerable sketches (Carter 2002, 8).
In his book The Musical Languages of Elliott Carter, Charles Rosen recounts an anecdote
of a man approaching Eduard Steuermann after a concert, declaring that he had written a book to
“prove that one cannot play twelve-tone music by heart” (Rosen 1984, 1). When Mr.
Steuermann tells him that he “plays them by heart all the time,” the man replies by saying that
Mr. Steuermann must be lying. On a related note, Benjamin Boretz and Elliott Carter discuss the
idea of recognizable events in Conversation with Elliott Carter. Carter says that the listener need
not “necessarily concern himself with everything in [his] music in order to understand the most
important things about it” (Carter and Boretz 1970, 10). Carter explains that even though it is
difficult for anyone to understand exactly what is going on in any piece of music, there is an
awareness that something recognizable is in process, especially after a few hearings.
The idea that a musical event should be recognizable relates to the linguistic prerequisite
that in order to learn any language, one needs to be able to determine the beginning and the
ending of a word. This is facilitated by the recognition of patterns, which are established through
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repetition. Thus, listening to a work by Carter over and over again may build the expectations of
our aural cognition sufficiently for us to understand more of his language. Furthermore, Carter
explains that even an indistinct impression that the music leaves on our memory can “figure in
the listener’s grasp of the work” (Carter and Boretz 1970, 10). When I consider the various ways
in which the meaning of Carter’s music may be extracted (e.g., instinctive, theoretical,
emotional), it already brings me closer to understanding the composer, by becoming openminded, gaining more authority in my interpretation as a performer, and removing the
boundaries that have formed through trying to understand it using traditional methods.
Considering Carter’s music as a unique language has a few parallels that provide a
beneficial framework. In learning a new language, the initial efforts are often focused on
recognizing the words, phrases, and sentence structure. This would equate to examining Carter’s
favored tools such as the all-interval tetrachords, all-trichord hexachord, and so forth. It would
also be relevant to examine the motives for learning the language, and the goals for the use of the
language. Choosing to learn Carter’s musical language was an interesting and challenging
commitment, not meant to add another drop into the scholarly pool that already exists, but an
exercise that would strengthen me to explore any genre of music with sharper tools. In this
study, I have not set out to understand Carter in exhaustive technical detail, but to be able to
examine it in a way that communicates something meaningful to my students and myself. In
fact, one would acknowledge that in a language, we do not rely solely on the “words” to achieve
effective communication, but also on many other factors that influence the meaning and the
impact. This is demonstrated by Rosen’s example of a performance of the Double Concerto,
which was not warmly received, not because it wasn’t played well, but because the musical
vitality was absent (Rosen 1984, 30). The power of communication, especially in music, comes
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from the timing, articulation, color, dynamics, and most of all, the emotional and spiritual
aspects of the performance. William Glock in A Note on Elliott Carter writes, “The true
criterion is whether the music says something worth saying. In Carter’s case there seems no
doubt on this point, for one can hardly help being impressed by the intensity of expression and
by the imaginative power of the music, in terms both of sheer sound and of grandeur and subtlety
of organization” (Goldman 1961, 158).
All-interval series, AIT, ATH, and the Complement Union Property
Carter’s use of the all-interval series, all-interval trichords, and all-trichord hexachord
have been well documented. The use of the all-interval series refers to designating specific
interval classes to different instruments, as seen in his Second String Quartet, for example. This
technique can be found in the second Laud, “Riconoscenza per Goffredo Petrassi,” where the
different “characters” are assigned different interval classes. John Link says in “The
Combinatorial Art of Elliott Carter’s Harmony Book” the following:
In order for the drama to be intelligible, the instrumental characters must have
audibly recognizable identities. Carter ensures that they do by dividing the total
universe of musical materials assembled for the piece among them so that each
has its own repertoire of harmonies and rhythmic, textural, and dynamic patterns.
Harmony, in this world, is either genetic—part of the unique sound world that
constitutes a character’s musical identity—or arises with apparent spontaneity as
the product of group interaction. There are no normative progressions to guide
the overall harmonic development. Stability is ephemeral or uneasy, and the
musical argument constantly surges in new and unexpected directions (2002, 9).
The all-trichord hexachord and the all-interval tetrachords [0146] and [0137] are seen in
many of his works, including the Four Lauds. Carter mentions that from about 1990, he reduced
his vocabulary of chords more and more to the ATH and the two AIT’s (Carter 2002, ix). As the
name suggests, the all-trichord hexachord [012478] includes all twelve trichords, and the allinterval tetrachords include all six interval classes, and provide many possibilities for various
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sonorities. The AIT’s can be subsets of the ATH, though it is not always the case. An
interesting usage of the ATH that Guy Capuzzo discusses in his article “The Complement Union
Property in the Music of Elliott Carter” (2004) combines non-intersecting members of two set
classes to form a member of a third set class. For example, [048] would always pair with a [016]
to form an ATH, although [016] can combine with a few other trichords to form the ATH. We
can see how this works in “Rhapsodic Musings,” and “Fantasy—Remembering Roger.”

In

“Fantasy—Remembering Roger,” complement union pairs combine a member of 2-6[06] and a
non-intersecting member of 2-3[03] to yield a member of [0146] or [0137]. Carter often used a
single member of 2-3[03] or 2-6[06] as a pivot between the two AIT’s, and commented on the
idea of common tone retention between two chords:
The whole harmonic structure of my music depends enormously on the idea of using one
note as a pivot, two notes as a pivot from one chord to the next; sometimes three or more.
For instance, in the all-trichord hexachord, it’s possible to hold five notes and change
one, or hold four and change two.(…) This is a result of my study of how that chord can
be used. I’ve done that also with the all-interval tetrachords (Capuzzo 2004, 19).

Carter and the Idea of Time
When Carter was 36 years old, he made the following statement, which leads to the
discussion of time in Jonathan Bernard’s article “Elliott Carter and the Modern Meaning of
Time”:
Moreover, it struck me that, despite the newness and variety of the post-tonal musical
vocabulary, most modern pieces generally “went along” in an all-too-uniform way on
their higher architectonic levels. That is, it seemed to me that, while we had heard every
imaginable kind of harmonic and timbral combination, and while there had been a degree
of rhythmic innovation on the local level in the music of Stravinsky, Bartók, Varèse, and
Ives particularly, nonetheless the way all this went together at the next higher and
succeeding higher rhythmic levels remained in the orbit of what had begun to seem to me
the rather limited rhythmic routine of previous Western music (Edwards 1971, 90).

Carter’s essay “Music and the Time Screen,” (Stone and Stone 1977, 343-65) and “Time
Lecture” (Carter 1997) includes some of Carter’s thoughts on time, which would play a
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significant role in his compositions. Included is the definition of four different types of time
identified by Charles Koechlin in “Le temps et la musique”:
1. Pure duration, a fundamental of our deepest consciousness, and apparently
independent of the external world: life flows by…
2. Psychological time. This is the impression we have of this [pure] duration according
to the events of our existence: minutes that seem centuries, hours that go by too
quickly… That is, duration relative to the circumstances of life.
3. Time measured by mathematical means. All of these have recourse to visual
methods: hourglasses, clocks, chronometers…
4. Finally, musical time. To us musicians this fact does not present itself as it does to
scientists. Auditory time is without a doubt the kind that comes closest to pure
duration. However, it appears to have some connection with space in that it seems
measurable (by ear) and divisible. The divisions embodied in musical note values
(whole notes, half notes, and so forth) lead to a spatialization of time very different
from the one considered by Bergson. Moreover, as concerns the measure of this
[musical] duration, the role of musical memory possesses an importance that seems
to escape many (Stone and Stone 1977, 344-5).

Musical time, or khronos, as referred to by Pierre Suvchinsky, is created
“chronometrically” by composers such as Mozart and Haydn, and “chronoametrically” by
composers such as Wagner (Stone and Stone 1977, 349). In “Time Lecture,” Carter concluded
that “To raise objections to these interesting but rather too generalized notions is easy; to attempt
to construct another kind of pattern that is more valid is difficult, especially on such an abstract
level” (Bernard 1995, 648).
Bernard also discusses the ideas of time as seen in literature, which Carter was aware of
as an English major at Harvard—Marcel Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past and James
Joyce’s Ulysses are two examples (Bernard 1995, 650). In many of Carter’s works, we can see
multiple strands of time unfold simultaneously, as they do for various characters of these novels.
On the idea of “time-continuity and musical form,” Carter enlightened us of his thoughts:
It seems to me that this process can have a number of simultaneous dimensions such that,
for example, the moment, as it occurs, may consist of a number of simultaneously
evolving event patterns or sub-continuities of more or less radically different musical
character, which interact with each other to produce a “total” continuity and charactereffect. […] It seems to me that this is very much the way we think all the time and that
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the feeling of experience is always the synthesis of our awareness of half-a-dozen
simultaneous different feelings and perceptions all interreacting together, with now one
and now another coming into the main focus while the others continue, more or less in
the background, to influence it and give it the intellectual and affective meaning it has
(Edwards 1971, 99-100).

One can find many examples of the simultaneity of different streams in his works. In
“Riconoscenza per Goffredo Petrassi,” we see three strands of thought that may interrupt each
other, overlap, or coexist. Richard Goldman identifies the idea of metric modulation, where
“large sections are constructed on the basis of change, not of tempo, but of relative note-lengths
in proportions not easily exploited in conventional notation,” which we can see in “Rhapsodic
Musings” (Goldman 1961, 161).
In his later years, Carter developed his use of long-range polyrhythms “outside the
bounds of the polyrhythm itself” (Aylward 2009, 88). For example, he would extract a key
rhythmic component and superimpose it into another section, creating flexible metric layers
(Aylward 2009, 89). Paul Griffiths, a British writer and librettist for Carter’s opera, stated that
Carter is “a dramatist… not of human figures, [but, rather], of energies” (Wierzbicki 2011, 48).
The Format
Inspired by Aloysius and Josephus from Gradus ad Parnassum, each of my chapters on
the Four Lauds will be a transcript of a lesson in dialogue form, for a few reasons. First and
foremost, I hope to incorporate my passion for teaching, bringing together the academic elements
of my education with my perspective as a performer. Secondly, it seems relevant to D.M.A.
candidates seeking teaching positions to use the dissertation to demonstrate the value of the
degree beyond the résumé. Thirdly, for the performers who may not be interested in reading the
most rigorous theoretical papers on Carter, the dialogue form may offer more accessibility and
additional information on tangential topics. The bigger picture I wish to convey is that, whatever
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one’s background or interests may be, one needs a balance of history, theory, technical
command, musical instinct and creativity to learn any piece of new music.
I imagine the professor in the following chapters to represent someone at the level of my
musical education, and the student to represent a college or graduate student, regardless of talent,
with an open mind, and a sincere interest in learning new music. This student will have some
rudimentary knowledge of atonal theory, although the professor can expound on the concepts
throughout the lesson.
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CHAPTER 2:
STATEMENT—REMEMBERING AARON
Professor: Tell me about this Laud written for Aaron Copland.
Student: This piece was commissioned by violinist Ole Bøhn and composed in 1999. Carter
writes in the preface that Copland’s orchestral Statements had always interested him,
hence the title of the Laud. He also references Copland’s “Ukelele Serenade,” which was
written for violin and piano. Carter mentions Copland’s warmth, nobility, and generosity
as being honored in this piece, so I tried to look for those qualities as I learned the piece.
Professor: That’s great. David Del Tredici also mentioned the wonderful “coincidence of that
much talent and that much generosity of spirit” in his remembrance of Copland (Perlis
and Van Cleve 290). What else do you know about Aaron Copland?
Student: Well, my first time playing his music was at the Aspen Music Festival, where we played
“Hoe-Down” from Rodeo. It was different from a lot of the European composers I had
been studying as a kid, so it left quite an impression on me. Also being in Colorado and
being near horses and farms, I was able to feel the spirit of the music in a natural setting,
and identified the music as all-American. At the time, it felt so strange to use so many
open strings in fifths, but it also helped to characterize Copland’s music strongly in my
mind.
Professor: Rodeo of one of his popular works, but he wrote many other works which were
also critically acclaimed. When Copland was studying with Nadia Boulanger in the 20’s,
composers such as Debussy, Mussorgsky, and Scriabin were writing music that
exemplified nationalism, and Copland was interested in writing “a naturally American
strain of so-called serious music” (Rockwell 1990).
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Student: Now I remember learning about Copland-Sessions concerts in one of my classes! I
read that Copland and Sessions were only in their twenties when they started this, but
they set out to create a platform from which “the younger generation of American
composers” could hear their work, and “develop a stronger sense of solidarity among the
creators of a growing American music” (Oja 212).
Professor: That’s right. The series lasted 3 years, presenting eight concerts in New York and
one is Paris (Oja 212). Without Copland and Sessions, one can assume Carter’s life
would not have been as it was. Actually, if you do the math, in 1928 when they launched
the series, Sessions was 34, Copland was 28, and Carter was 20. I believe Sessions and
Copland met at a gathering chez Madame Boulanger in 1924 (Olmstead 2), and Carter
studied with her from 1932-1935 (Wierzbicki 6).
Student: I see.
Professor: Considering the fact that Carter wrote a Laud for both Copland and Sessions, it’s
obvious that he was fond of both of them. It’s also interesting to read about Copland’s
friendship with Sessions, because they were different in many ways. For example,
Copland sought an American sound while Sessions pursued more of an international
identity (Meckna 203). Sessions was abroad after the Copland-Sessions series started
and Copland often had to meet the responsibilities himself (Oja 214). Regardless,
Copland lovingly called his friend “a philosopher in music,” and enjoyed sharing the
story about a member of the audience who once told him “Oh, Mr. Copland—I love your
sessions!” (Perlis and Van Cleve 314).
Student: Haha, that’s great.
Professor: Yeah, I love that story. But the bond is apparent in their letters; they exchanged about
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ninety letters in a decade from 1926-1936 (Olmstead 2).
Student: Wow, that’s a lot.
Professor: I’m sure they talked about the concerts a lot between 1928 and 1931. A series of
exchanges that shows what a kind and noble person Copland was discusses the fate of
Sessions’ Piano Sonata being written for the first Copland-Sessions Concert. Not only
did Sessions not meet the deadline, but he also didn’t make it to the concert. Copland
seems to accept that Sessions struggled with deadlines, and was more than gracious
(Olmstead 3-4).
Student: It seems like everyone talks well of Mr. Copland.
Professor: Indeed. On his sixtieth birthday, Richard Goldman wrote in the Musical Quarterly a
short article which began, “It is a happy occasion when one can write about a composer
of stature who is not controversial, whose music is widely accepted and admired, whose
personal influence on his contemporaries and his juniors has been wholly beneficent, and
whose conduct as a man and artist has always been generous” (Goldman 1961). The
more I learn about him, the more I admire him. Even though I’m not a composer, I really
appreciate his vision and efforts to make a way for young American composers, earning
him titles such as Dean of American Music and President of American Composers (Perlis
and Van Cleve 287).
Student: Even the music school at Queens College is named after him, although he didn’t study
or teach there.
Professor: He clearly impacted the musical world for posterity. Copland mentions in his
interviews with Perlis, “I don’t think it ever occurred to me to make a career all on my
own. (…) I always thought of it as being a group effort to put on the map a younger
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generation of Americans who were going to make more noise than the older ones and
were going to accomplish more and were more ready to make their mark” (Perlis and
Van Cleve 313-314).
Student: Sounds truly noble, as Mr. Carter mentioned.
Professor: Yes, and I love what he says about what music should say—“The language of music
exists to say something—not something that can be translated into words necessarily, but
something that constitutes essential emotions that are seized and shaped into meaningful
forms. I wouldn’t want to translate it into so many words because that would be limiting.
The feelings are like feelings are—emotional, and sometimes sort of vague. It shouldn’t
always be possible to put them into words” (Perlis and Van Cleve 329). Copland was an
elegant speaker and writer, and he gave a series of lectures titled “What to Listen for in
Music,” which became a book (Perlis and Van Cleve 318).
Student: Well said. I will keep that in mind as I study Carter’s works, because often I am not
able to describe the effects of his music in words.
Professor: When it comes to the intangible aspects, we can leave it at that. Now, let’s briefly
look at the two works of Copland that are mentioned in Carter’s Laud. Have you listened
to them?
Student: Yes, the orchestral Statements were written in 1934, and the six movements are titled
“Military,” “Cryptic,” “Dogmatic,” “Subjective,” “Jingo,” and “Prophetic.” They
sounded profound, beautiful, and philosophical. The “Ukelele Serenade” is more playful
and simple, repetitive in melody and some intervals.
Professor: Copland said about his Statements, “The word ‘statement’ was chosen to indicate a
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short, terse orchestral movement of a well-defined character, lasting about three minutes”
(Copland 236). Obviously, the titles provide the character, and the music defines it well.
I love how “Cryptic” ends in a mysterious way, and how “Subjective” makes you think.
We can look at these works again later on. Now, why don’t you play Carter’s
“Statement—Remembering Aaron?”
(Student plays through.)
Professor: Great work. Let’s start by talking about the structure and some main ideas.
Student: I’m not sure what the structure would be, but I could identify three ideas. The first
one is made of chords and double stops:
1

The second idea is lyrical, marked molto espressivo, starting in measure 14:

And the third is made up of triplets, often in staccato or pizzicato:

Professor: That’s a good place to start. What are the characteristics of each idea?
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Student: With the chords, I noticed many occurrences of the all-interval tetrachords [0137] and
[0146]. In the double stops, adjacent intervals often make up AIT as well.
1

Professor: Very good. We see Carter making use of those in many of his works. What are the
normal forms of these AIT’s and how are they related?
Student: They look like this:
1

Professor: Excellent. What else?
Student: In the beginning of the linear part, the first six notes create interval class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6 between each other, so I thought that was neat.
14

Professor: Indeed. I see that the first 6 notes create the hexachord [012478], which is the alltrichord hexachord.
Student: What is that?
Professor: As the name suggests, it is a unique hexachord that contains all twelve trichords.
Carter used this often in his compositions, and I believe “Rhapsodic Musings”—the third
Laud— also makes extensive use of this.
Student: I see. That’s great because I saw so many seemingly random trichords I couldn’t
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organize meaningfully, but now I can put them under the bigger category of the alltrichord hexachord.
Professor: Yes, that would be a valid connection, although you have subsets of AIT’s available
as well. Speaking of subsets, notice that the first four notes of the ATH are [D, Eb, F, A],
which creates a [0137].
Student: Oh wow, Mr. Carter packed the six notes with a lot of detail.
Professor: Yes, he is very good at doing that. With that in mind, do you notice anything else?
Student: Well, I also see that you can extrapolate a [0146] from the set, with the notes [Eb, F, A,
G#].
Professor: That’s very good. What follows this powerhouse motive?
Student: Well, I see some trichords coming out of the AIT’s:

The trichords [037] and [013] are subsets of [0137], and in measure 20, I see the AIT
[0146] which is followed by its subsets [016] and [014]. The trichord [024] can be
included in the ATH from measure 14.
Professor: Excellent. Now the trichords don’t seem so random anymore.
Student: That’s true. It was just hard to make the connections in the beginning because there
were so many layers.
Professor: I understand—and I am happy to help you highlight the meaningful connections.
Let’s continue our discussion onto the third idea, the triplets.
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Student: The triplets are dispersed throughout the piece, in various trichord formation. I think I
was able to find every one of the possible twelve trichords throughout the piece. For
example, the trichord [012] was created by the accented notes:

Professor: Besides placing these trichords under the theme of ATH, we can also consider how
they are related to each other in voice-leading space.
Student: And what is that?
Professor: It’s a way of exploring how the trichords are related. For example, a neighboring
[013] and [014] may have two notes in common. Even if they don’t share common
tones, the atonal units are differentiated only by one semitone. Here is a map of the voice
leading space (Straus 111):
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Student: I see. So I could take a look at whether some of the trichords are more closely related—
like [012], [013], and [014] in measures 30-32?
Professor: Exactly. And here is a different but interesting example in measures 34-37:

In the first two bars, the lower notes create [014] and the upper notes create [012], and
the adjoining three notes create [048]. In the next two bars, the upper notes create [014]
and the lower notes create [012], and you can see another [048] in the beginning. The
trichords [012] and [014] aren’t direct neighbors on the diagram, but you see that they are
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in close vicinity. The trichord [048] is at the opposite end of the map from [012], and
recognizing the distance is also a way of utilizing the pitch space.
Student: I see, that is interesting.
Professor: Would you like to study measures 59-61, for example?
Student: Okay, so I see the following trichords:

And when I trace them on the map, I see that the progression is connected through a
direct path, even though [026] is skipped over in the beginning. Cool!
Professor: Yes, isn’t it wonderful? The [016] and [0146] at the end are enharmonically
equivalent—minus the E—, so you can label [016] next to [026].
Student: I love it! Do you think Mr. Carter did it on purpose?
Professor: I could only guess in the affirmative, but more interesting and relevant is the idea that
Copland discusses on composing at the piano. He said he does it not to test out how it
sounds, but “one instant before you touch the chord, something tells you what to touch.
It can’t be pure chance. It’s a mysterious thing to attempt to analyze” (Perlis and Van
Cleve 315).
Student: That’s profound.
Professor: Yes, that’s why composers have all our respect. Now, have you noticed any other
theoretical element that may help our understanding?
Student: I did! I saw some axes of symmetry, around which the notes are equidistant.
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Professor: Very good—how did you notice them in the first place?
Student: I was just trying to label some tetrachords using a pitch-class clockface, and it was
apparent that many notes had a counterpart around an axis.
Professor: That’s great. Here is a diagram of the different axes (Straus 138):

Student: So using this chart, the axis that goes between 1 and 2, and 7 and 8, would be written
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as axis 1/2-7/8. I was able to identify most of them throughout the piece.
Professor: Great. Another way of thinking about the axes is through the index number, which is
the constant sum formed by the corresponding pitches mirrored across the axis. In this
case, the fixed sum or index is 3. Some pitch-pairings result in a sum of 15, which is
equivalent to sum 3 or “index 3” in the same way that 15:00 in 24-hour time is equivalent
to 3 p.m. The conversion of 15 to 3 is what we call the mod-12 operation in atonal
theory.
Student: I see!
Professor: So in the first occurrence at measure 5, there are two axes present. From the first
chord, [G, D, G#, C#] highlighted the axis 1/2-7/8, and the ensuing [D#, C#, F#, G#]
outlined the perpendicular axis 4/5-10/11. If I were to show the corresponding notes on
the music, it might look like this:

And the axes like so, with the notes highlighted:

Student: Cool!
Professor: After this, I noticed that the axes move in a clockwise direction in the first half
of the piece:
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Student: Wow, that is interesting. It shows that the music is shifting imperceptibly, although I
do think you can hear the “anxious” or expressive undertone in this passage.
Professor: That’s right. I think the idea of axes is interesting in relation to the greater concept of
pivotal elements. The axes may not be immediately evident, but as I was learning this
piece myself, I noticed other pivotal ideas that manifested both physically and musically.
In the lyrical section, I often felt a sort of an epicenter around which the melody would
revolve:
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I marked the groups that gave me a sense of a pivotal center with rectangles, and labeled
the trichords, axes, AIT, and ATH. I put the axis 2/3-8/9 in parentheses because it would
be properly formed by including the A from the following slur. Instinctively I wanted to
bring out the flow of the groupings, and the urge was justified when it coincided with a
theoretical element. The axes, [0146], and [012478] were particularly reaffirming. And
of course, many of these are interrelated—the trichords are subsets of the ATH, and the
AIT would encompass all the intervals that our ears enjoy in this linear passage. I feel
like the axes often bridge the gap between these theoretical elements and what is
perceptible to the ear.
Student: Yes, I see. I do have a question—can I connect the D-flat and B in measure 18 more
than the B-flat and D-flat that immediately precede it?
Professor: That would be perfectly acceptable. The way he didn’t slur the D-flat suggests
that it would also be fine to let the D-flat stand more on its own, and think of B, A, and E
as a trichord. That would yield [027], and is unified by a crescendo. In retrospect, I like
this grouping better. Some people play the D-flat on the D-string, but I personally like
playing it on the A string to accentuate the aloofness of the note. Also, grouping [027] as
opposed to [024] boasts a greater diversity of trichords that can be unified by the ATH.
Student: Yes, that makes sense. In measure 20, I think I would bring out the [0146] starting with
the subito piano, rather than the pivotal shape that starts from the preceding E.
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Professor: That is a fair interpretation, especially given the textural delineation as well. There are
numerous other examples of double stops with a pivotal point, which works better in
demonstrating the pivot idea.
Student: I noticed them too, because there were so many common tones around which the double
stops were moving!
Professor: They are ubiquitous. Can you show me some of them?
Student: Here, I marked the pivot notes with ellipses, and axes with rectangles:

The pivot notes themselves did not indicate the presence of an axis, but since they are
related, I wanted to see how they were layered. In measure 44-45, the pivot note on G#
did coincide with an axis through 2-8. As I was singing the notes around the axis, B, E#,
E, and C sounded like a tritone resolving to a major third.
Professor: Haha, that is great. It would be difficult to hear that in the way Carter wrote it,
because E# and E are not in the same octave, not to mention the sustained G# creating
other intervals in the forefront. Cool observation though. What else?
Student: In measures 48-52, there are continuous pivot notes, but no recognizable axes. But I
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figured any dyad would create an axis between them, so I labeled those.
Professor: That’s great. Did you notice any relationship between the adjacent axes?
Student: Not that I could fabricate. But I did notice that a whole variety was used, 8 out of 12
potential axes. If you count the earlier ones from the example, only the axes 1/2-7/8 and
5/6-E/0 were left out. But I’m sure I could locate them elsewhere in the piece.
Professor: That’s right. I’m glad you tried to connect the idea of the pivot notes to the axes. Not
only are they thematically related, but the pivot notes are so audible that it is worth
identifying. It gives a sense of the section being deeply connected.
Student: It does!
Professor: Likewise, in the triplet section in measure 65, the expanding wedge around G
forming an axis 1-7 was another example that was more visceral than cerebral:

There is a lot going on in this example; the three axes move counter-clockwise, and the
first two axes are “connected” by a familiar form of [0137]: [D, Eb, F, A]. Then the
accented notes of the triplets [G#, A, D, Eb, F, C#] create a ATH!
Student: That’s amazing! And what about the remaining accented notes, C and D?
Professor: I wonder if he was forming another axis on 1/2-7/8, if you include the F# which had
the accent in parentheses. With the axes on 1/2-7/8 and 5/6-E/0, your axis collection in
the second half of the piece is now complete!
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Student: I’m ecstatic!
Professor: As am I! So how does knowing this make you feel as you play this part?
Student: When I play the accented notes of the triplet section, I feel like I have been made privy
to a secret which gives me a measure of inner satisfaction.
Professor: I would definitely enjoy the accents as well. Let’s look at the continuous pivot notes
in measures 48-52:

Some players lift the bow in-between the chords to facilitate a cleaner execution, but it
would be more theoretically sound to connect them. Carter kindly writes legato for the
ones who have not been inducted into the secret society. Also, I would lean more on the
pivot notes to bring them out.
Student: Okay.
Professor: So we have the axes, the pivot notes, and one more related idea in pedal points.
Student: What are pedal points?
Professor: In tonal music, you hear it in a note being sustained usually in the bass, while other
notes are played on the top; sometimes creating dissonance which gets resolved. In
atonal music, the pedal point can create a pitch center. In this piece, we can see it in
many places, sometimes coinciding with pivot notes. For example, in measures 11-13,
the A can be labeled the pedal point:
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You can see that it overlaps with a few other elements. In measures 28-29, the pedal
point on G creates a [0146] with the upper notes Eb, E, and A:
28

In measure 34, the pedal point is still on G, and the E serves as a common tone, but with
the F and B, [0137] is formed:

And in measure 38, you can see that the pedal point on D forms [0146] with its upper
notes.
Student: Cool! I think the pedal point on E is also evident in the pizzicato section, measures 3233:

Even in the five short measures between 39-43, I could see micro pitch centers on A, D,
F, Bb, B, E, C#, G#, and C, coinciding with some other elements such as AIT and various
axes:

Professor: Excellent. Those are followed by the one on G# in measures 44-45, coinciding
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with the axis 2-8:

And in measures 48-52, many pitch centers overlap once again, namely A, F#, C, G, Eb,
and F:

Throughout the piece, we can actually identify all twelve pitch centers.
Student: How democratic of Mr. Carter!
Professor: I know. So we have all the axes, all the trichords, all twelve pitch centers. Even
though he doesn’t use rows, I love it that he is leaving no pitch behind. Another way of
looking at it is to see the aggregate being completed through the pitch centers.
Student: What is an aggregate?
Professor: It’s a collection of all twelve pitches, and we will see more examples in the other
Lauds. Carter’s use of the aggregate throughout this piece creates a rich and diverse
sonority, and we should enjoy the presence of each pitch. I was fascinated to learn about
the anatomy of the human ear, where the organ of Corti has different regions which are
“disturbed” by different wavelengths of sound. I like to imagine this piece washing over
the whole region of this organ.
Student: That is spectacular!
Professor: Isn’t it? So this idea of a pivotal or constant presence seems to be a theme in this
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piece. It is ubiquitous, and often serves as a glue to connect various elements, even
audibly. I would interpret it as a tribute to someone so “pivotal” in American music, or
modern music of the 20th century.
Student: That’s such a wonderful way of honoring someone through the music!
Professor: I know—I really love these short works of Mr. Carter. Now that we have a sense of
which major motives make up this wonderful remembrance, I would like to revisit the
“Ukelele Serenade.” Can you show me some meaningful connections?
Student: Well, now I can see that “Ukelele Serenade” also has similarly varying ideas, such
as double stops:

pizzicato in alternating directions:

and a lyrical section:
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Professor: Great. I would say the “Ukelele Serenade” is in sonata form, with the development
section starting at L’istesso tempo, and the recapitulation at Tempo I. Obvious tonal
implications of F aside, let’s examine some of the intervallic content that may have
interested Carter. In the main theme, I could see all six interval classes represented:

Student: Wow, cool! That’s like the molto espressivo section from Carter, although this one
doesn’t seem to yield a ATH.
Professor: That’s right. With the recurring minor third, we can label the first section to
have the theme of the trichord [036], and notice the neighboring trichord [037] formed by
both [F, Ab, C] and [F, Ab, Db]. Due to the salient tonal language, we can immediately
discern the trichords being adjacent to each other in the pitch space. Here is another
example:
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It is so audible how closely they are related when Copland laments over [025] and [026]
repeatedly, for example. It obviously helps that they have common tones, and not just
common prime forms.
Student: Yes, it really gets stuck in your head, actually.
Professor: So now we see how Carter took some ideas from this piece, and wrote another piece
which couldn’t sound more different.
Student: It’s so fascinating. It would be fun to play them in the same program.
Professor: Most definitely. Now, let’s take some time looking at passages that require greater
technical proficiency. There are many examples of techniques that would be beneficial
for all violinists to revisit. Let’s start with the execution of chords. Most 4-note chords
are broken in two, because of physical limitations. In Carter’s music and many others, I
would suggest that you stay open-minded about where to break them. The first two
chords suggest that they be broken in two from top to bottom:
1

In measure 5, the chord is broken into three dyads, inevitably being “interrupted” twice.
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The first two notes indicated as grace notes are played on the open G and D, then the next
dyad [C, G#] is played on the D and A strings. The second dyad [C, G#] could be played
on A and E strings, but the former option would faciliate a more smooth transition to the
last dyad [D#, C#]. So when two notes are played on the D string, the flow is interrupted.
The second interruption occurs through the shift to the last dyad. I only call them
interruptions because a chord of 4 notes on each string could potentially be played
simultaneously with enough pressure. So with this chord, what could you do to make this
chord more unified?
Student: Just like other chords that I break, I would work on a smooth bow crossing, where the
speed of the bow does not change through the transition. The way Carter wrote this
chord, it looks like each dyad gets an increasingly longer duration.
Professor: Right, so just save a lot of bow and pressure for the top dyad. If you want to sustain
maximum volume and bravura, you can use two bows.
Student: Okay.
Professor: Another chord in measure 62 calls for execution from top to bottom, with only the
bottom being sustained:

In this example, you would play the top three notes together, and roll towards the bottom
note.
Student: With the continuous drama that precedes it, I wasn’t sure whether up-bow or down-bow
would be better. Both felt kind of awkward.
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Professor: Well, it would be a great exercise to practice both, because flexibility of the right wrist
would faciliate the execution of chords in both directions, and who knows what
spontaneity may occur on stage!
Student: Uh-huh.
Professor: So you should practice these chords both ways, but one thing I want to suggest is to
imagine the center of gravity of the bow to exist below the level of the bridge. To
demonstrate what I mean, look at the physical level of the bow as I play three open
strings simultaneously.
(Professor plays.)
You see how the bow is pushing the strings below the arch of the bridge? This is where
you should always imagine the center of gravity to be. I often see the awkwardness
coming from the bow-arm being held up higher than it should be, making the transition
not as smooth. If we can have a feeling that the strings are actually all “on the same
level” below the bridge, chords will seem much more comfortable. Additionally, downbow and up-bow become more linear movements rather than vertical, enhancing the
evenness of the strokes. You can make a simple exercise of what I just showed you on
the three open strings, to gain more familiarity with this idea.
Student: That is actually very helpful. It makes me realize that I don’t always have to break
chords the same way, or even at all.
Professor: Good. So going back to the passage, I ended up with a bowing that looked like so:
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You can practice this version, as well as the opposite version.
Student: Okay.
Professor: I think it would be effective to play the second chord in measure 61 with two bows,
but just make the change smooth. And as you recall, the slurred dyads in measure 57
create a [0146], so if you don’t feel confident hiding the bow change, you can play it in
one bow. The challenge with playing it up-bow is the subito piano entrance at the tip
following the ff pizzicato, and the challenge with playing it down-bow is the retake that
comes immediately afterwards. All three options are viable, so you can decide now, or
on stage.
Student: Okay.
Professor: As you experiment with how the chords are to be broken, consider the theoretical
elements we discussed—for example in measure 57, the [0146] is broken into IC5 and
IC4. If you break the [0146] in the next measure into 2 dyads, you get IC4 and IC5:
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I would prefer this straightfoward division, which is affirmed by the sustaining of the
upper dyad. You will often see cues in the way Carter wrote the chords, even before you
look back on your analysis. The [0137] in measure 59 is written out into dyads again, so
make the connection sticky; this would apply to many of the AIT’s written in this way.
Student: Got it.
Professor: There are many great opportunities for you to show off how comfortably you can play
a chord of three, for example the [016], [037], and [013] in measures 61-62:

If Mr. Carter were alive, I would love to ask whether the [037] being sustained only in
the top two notes was written out of consideration for the violinist. It would be a cool
effect to sustain all three, if he had meant it that way.
Student: Oh yes, that is an interesting question that would never have occurred to me before this
discussion.
Professor: Yes—in any case, enjoy your freedom to break chords in various ways.
Student: Okay.
Professor: Now let’s move on to the pizzicati, some of which are in chordal formation. The
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first thing to remember about pizzicato is that it should always be played a bit louder than
the dynamic level indicated. Only then does it seem to deliver the correct dynamic level
to the audience.
Student: I see.
Professor: In measure 30, we have a grace note to the pizzicato. How would you execute it?

Student: I guess pizz the first one with the right hand, and the second with the left?
Professor: Exactly. Just make sure the second note is as clear as possible. I find that left hand
pizzicato works best when you imagine the fingers to go downward as well as sideways.
This brings added pressure and clarity. Here is an exercise that will strengthen your
fingers—I saw Mauricio Fuks demonstrate it in a master class and notated it:

Student: Great!
Professor: See, technique can be fun.
Student: Yes, yes.
Professor: Moving on… in measures 32 and 33, you have indication that the pizzicato chords
should be played upwards and downwards:
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We are so used to playing chords in the direction of G string to E string, and gravity aids
the movement. When we play or pizz the chords in the reverse direction, we have to
remember the center of gravity as we discussed earlier, then simply familiarize ourselves
with the other direction by sheer repetition.
Student: I also find it uncomfortable that when I pizz backwards with the index finger, my
nail makes contact with the string so there is less grip.
Professor: That is a fair point. The quality of the sound certainly changes when the contact is
made solely on the nail. You can try a combination of the nail and the neighboring flesh.
Unfortunately it will hurt and likely blister, but that is the case on a downward pizzicato
as well. We just have to develop thicker skin.
Student: I’m okay with it.
Professor: Good. Once again, it helps me when I think of the strings being more or less on the
same level, so the path of the pizz-ing finger is analogous to the fingerboard.
Student: Sounds good. I did hear some people pizz in the “upward” direction with their thumb,
but that changes the timbre as well.
Professor: Right. You can actually combine everything, so that you pizz the first three chords
with the index finger, then the next two with the thumb, since they are accented. But the
second pizzicato excerpt is harder to switch back and forth between the two fingers,
because there is less time to prepare:

Student: Yeah, I might stick to the index finger to keep it uniform.
Professor: I would also prefer to work on my index finger to play them all, but it’s up to you.
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You can practice on open string chords in both directions, starting with light pressure,
and gradually adding more.
Student: Sounds good.
Professor: Next topic is my favorite: shifting! I remember when I started working
systematically on the issue of shifting at age 12, my technique and intonation improved
dramatically. This is where watching techique serve art becomes so exciting.
Student: So how did you do it?
Professor: Take the example from measure 28-29:
28

You have a long shift from E-flat to E on the D-string. The two most important things to
remember when practicing any shift is to stay light, and move slowly. It really helps to
keep the pattern uniform, so the only variable would be the distance the finger travels. So
I would play down-bow shifting up, then up-bow shifting down. I would do this many
times in a loop until I felt comfortable. The point is to never miss the destination, so
every rep is accurate. Also, don’t speed up as you near the target. Use a steadily slow
speed, and simply stop when you are there.
Student: How light is light enough?
Professor: Great question. A good way to test the lightness is to motion the left hand without the
bow. Somehow, taking the focus away from intonation seems to bring out the desired
lightness. When you are traveling, clarity is not priority, but ease of movement.
Student: (Motions with the left hand.) Like this?
Professor: Looks good to me—notice how the strings are higher above the fingerboard than they
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were before? Now when you play with the bow, disregard how the slide sounds; don’t
try to make music when you are working on physical efficiency!
Student: Okay. I will try minimum pressure needed to produce sound.
Professor: That’s exactly the dose I would prescribe. I guarantee that you will see results almost
immediately! Haha, I sound like a commercial.
Student: If I can have technique like yours, I’m sold.
Professor: Okay, so let’s continue our journey to better technique! I would like to address the
issue of string crossing. There are many instances in this piece where the double stops
call for various degrees of crossing, while keeping the legato character.
Student: Like in measures 8-11?
Professor: Yes, you can see three varying degrees and directions of crossing:

In the first pair in measure 8, the D string is a common string in both dyads; the second
pair across measures 8 and 9 does not have any common strings, as is the case for the
third pair across measures 10 and 11. The second pair is played down-bow for the G and
D string, up-bow for the A and E, while the third pair is played down-bow on A and E,
then up-bow on G and D.
Student: Uh-huh.
Professor: First, it is worthwhile to play just the open strings to see how the connection can be
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made smoothly. This highlights the amount of pressure you would apply while you are
pivoting. So in the first pair, I would be careful not to put too much pressure on the D
string, but be loose in the right hand to continue traveling to the angle where the pressure
is evenly on G and D. Basically, the most important thing in string crossing is to be in a
state of “rest,” where gravity can work in your favor to reach the ideal equilibrium
quicker than our efforts alone.
Student: I see. Working less just seems counterintuitive, when there are so many things going
on.
Professor: There is a lot of literature against working excessively; you should check out “The
Inner Game of Music,” for example (Barry Green). The main idea is to use efficiency,
not misguided effort.
Student: I see. I will definitely meditate on that for the string crossing, and check out the book as
well.
Professor: Good. So back to the string crossing, you will need a lot of fluidity in your bow
grip, as well as the rest of your bow arm. In the second pair of dyads, crossing from a
down-bow on the lower strings to an up-bow on the upper strings employs similar ideas
of relying on gravity. One preliminary exercise you can do is to practice a smooth bow
change at the tip on one string. Keep the right elbow level similar to the level of the
string, and use mostly the wrist to change the direction of the bow.
Student: I find that when I try to keep the elbow up, my shoulder goes up.
Professor: Well, then you should warm up by making large circles with your right arm, without
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the violin. Notice how the arm moves without extending the shoulder? You should be
able to use that mechanism in the way you use the bow. Otherwise, you can also imitate
a chicken, to free the elbow and leave the shoulder loose.
Student: Haha, that works.
Professor: The deltoid is the large muscle of the shoulder that lifts the arm, and we can rely on
the axillary nerve to carry the command from our brain to the muscle. The shoulder is a
complex joint that is worth studying, both in anatomy and movement. There are other
muscles that stabilize the shoulder joint, and as you heighten your awareness of the
different areas, you will be able to let the shoulder “hang” more. It’s really exciting stuff!
Student: Hehe, okay.
Professor: So back to the bow change, let me hear your change at the tip.
(Student plays.)
Professor: Not bad. Try to imagine that the bow is ongoing, and you are simply changing the
direction like a figure skater. Don’t lighten the pressure, and continue everything else in
the same way.
Student: Okay, I will try.
Professor: Now try the string crossing with the same feeling.
(Student plays.)
Professor: That is much more legato than before. Now the last example is perhaps the most
awkward, since you have to go down-bow on the upper strings and up-bow on the lower
strings, going against gravity.
Student: Yes, I had a hard time before, but two things that really eased the transition for me was
to loosen the deltoid, and keep the elbow ready to follow the bow.
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Professor: Excellent. Those two seem to be the two most important things to remember about
string crossing. Since we discussed using gravity to find the natural equilibrium over two
strings, I want to commment on a tangential issue that can be seen in measure 29:
28

We used this example to practice the shift, but I also want to point out that the bow
pressure should be heavier on the D string as you play the upper E. With the G string
vibrating so readily, and the D string being shortened considerably by the note, the
vibrations are mismatched.
Student: That’s true. And the E is more interesting that the ongoing G.
Professor: Right. In fact, instead of pure pressure, try to get good contact with the D string by
using more hair, and slower bow speed.
Student: Got it.
Professor: How about the issue of rhythm? As you get more comfortable with the piece, you
will pay less attention to how Carter notated the music, but I remember it was not easy to
execute proper rhythm in the learning stage.
Student: Yes, I still feel awkward in some parts, and I may not even be playing it accurately in
others.
Professor: How did you approach it in the beginning?
Student: I just practiced in a very straightfoward manner at a slower speed until it became
familiar to me, then I tried to bring in more expression into my gestures.
Professor: That’s great. For example in measure 46, the accents are placed on the off-beats, but
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it is important to first have accurate rhythm. I would first practice without the accents.

Student: Right. I also found the rhythm in measures 60-61 to be tricky with all the chords:

With so many things going on like intonation, rhythm, sound, proper technique and
expression, sometimes I work on one of them and another goes out the window.
Professor: I understand. Everyone has their own way of learning new music, but consider this
picture: you are building a house, so the foundation has to be laid. That could be like
proper technique. Then you build some pillars and the roof, and add layer by layer until
you are ready for decorations. I would suggest the order to be something like this:
1. write preliminary fingerings and bowings
2. learn the notes slowly, focusing on good intonation and technique
3. add rhythm
4. add bowing
5. add dynamics and articulation
6. practice phrasing and gestures
7. memorize
Even though it’s not always expected of us to memorize new music, I would encourage
you to try as early on as possible. I find learning by memory to be so effective in
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internalizing the music rather than being limited by the visual aid. The memory becomes
more solid as you spend more hours practicing from memory, and the newer the music,
the more beneficial it will be for us to spend time meditating on it even away from the
instrument.
Student: That’s a good idea. I will try.
Professor: Note that while you are learning the notes, you won’t be executing them in a
rhythmically accurate manner at all. Use separate bows, as you will practice the bowing
after adding rhythm. The important thing in the first few steps is to only add the next
layer at a slow enough speed to be able to retain the preceding steps. And as we said
about the foundation, never compromise good technique to advance, because that would
result in one step forward and two steps backward. Always keep good technique and
physical efficiency at the forefront of your mind as you practice. You know how I feel
about excessive tension producing negative results.
Student: Definitely.
Professor: And of course, learning a new piece isn’t like writing commands in computer
programming, so boundaries will be blurred between the steps and you will have to go
through them again and again, but I think it’s good to prioritize some things to preserve
proper technique, etc. What you can do while working on some of the basic technical
elements is to imagine the phrase in your head, while faithfully working with the building
blocks. Did I somewhat answer your concern?
Student: More than answered. It was a matter of my patience I think.
Professor: That’s highly likely. So going back to the idea of rhythm, I often felt like Carter was
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not so interested in beats and bars, as much as he was trying to express his ideas through
a limited medium. I’m reminded of the different types of time that Charles Koechlin
discusses in his article “Le temps et la musique,”—pure duration, psychological time,
measured time, and musical time. It’s an interesting topic that you may want to explore.
Student: I see. Yeah, it wasn’t particularly helpful to feel things in the traditional kind of way.
Professor: I do think it’s important to have an open-mind about feeling the rhythm without
pre-conceived notions of pulse. It seems to be part of Carter’s language to be meticulous
about rhythm, but to sound rather different from the way it may look on the score.
Student: It’s very interesting, but also quite challenging.
Professor: Indeed. So as you are getting to know this piece more, what is the feeling, or the
message you want to convey?
Student: Even though the “Ukelele Serenade” was quite light-hearted, this Laud feels rather
serious in character. A general feeling I want to convey is a sense of strength and
character, one that is firm and pivotal. Then I would like the lyrical parts to be warm,
and the triplet parts to be interesting, and a little playful. So I guess the character is
threefold.
Professor: Sounds great. What are some ways in which you could accomplish this?
Student: Well, I think the beginning sets the tone for the firmness in the way the chords are
played with accents. In the molto espressivo section, I would focus on the warmth of the
sound, using vibrato to sing. The hairpins are useful in expressing the emotional quality
as well. The character of the triplet idea is enhanced by the use of pizzicato and accents.
I like how it gets juxtaposed to the lyrical part, making the entrance automatically odd
and interesting.
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Professor: I agree. Have you listened to some recordings?
Student: Yes, I listened to recordings by Jennifer Koh (2009), Rolf Schulte (2005),
Caroline Chin (2014), and Thomas Zehetmair (2003). They were all helpful to hear, but I
felt the strongest chracter manifested through Schulte’s recording. He has a very fast
vibrato which I wouldn’t personally use everywhere, but he was incredibly expressive. I
felt like his rhythm was most free as well. At the other end of the spectrum among the
four was Jennifer Koh, whose rendition felt rather cautious. One thing in particular about
Chin’s recording that I was struck by was the crescendo on the last chord, which made
my heart stir with a sense of expectation. It’s not written in the score, but I just loved
how she executed her original idea.
Professor: Isn’t it wonderful how differently you can play a single piece of music?
Student: Definitely. It gives me more confidence and inspiration to try my own ideas.
Professor: Great, now go and have fun!
Student: I will—thank you.
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CHAPTER 3:
RICONOSCENZA PER GOFFREDO PETRASSI
Professor: This Laud is called “Riconoscenza per Goffredo Petrassi.” Do you know what
riconoscenza means?
Student: Gratitude?
Professor: Yes, it is a lovely title for his Italian friend. What can you tell me about the
background of this Laud?
Student: This Laud was commissioned on the occasion of the composer Goffredo Petrassi’s
eightieth birthday in 1984, and was the first of the Four Lauds to be written. Since
Petrassi was born in 1904 and died in 2003, and Carter lived from 1908 to 2012, they
were of similar age. They met in 1953 in Rome, and became friends who admired each
other’s works (Carter 2003, 7). In 1960 when Carter wrote his first essay on Petrassi, the
Italian composer was already noted for his enthusiasm for developing new ideas, such as
the music unfolding through rapid changes and juxtaposition, rather than a continuity of
ideas (Carter 1997, 188).
Professor: That’s right. You can see this kind of writing in Petrassi’s “Serenata,” or “Invenzione
Concertata” for brass, percussion, and strings, for example. The notable contrast in the
“Invenzione Concertata” comes from its various tempi, which are continuously presented
without preparation or pause. Likewise, in “Tre per Sette,” Carter comments on the
ambiguity of the tempo, whether the slow part would be a respite from the fast part, or
the fast section an ornamentation of the slow. This search for an “emancipated
discourse” is clearly reflected in “Riconoscenza per Goffredo Petrassi” (Mead 2002,
102). It would be interesting to listen to some of these works to get a sense of what
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Carter may have had in mind. I would also recommend that you read my colleague
Karen Rostron’s dissertation, which includes a thorough analysis of this piece. In my
initial stage of learning this piece, I was greatly inspired and informed by her writing.
Student: Great, I will! And I suppose the temporal devices that Petrassi used were some of Mr.
Carter’s interests as well.
Professor: Absolutely. Carter always admired his “remarkably varied work,” saying that
Petrassi’s work was “most unusual among contemporary works precisely because of this
range and variety” (Carter and Davies 2003, 7). Petrassi had expressed that “the artist
who is well aware of his own style and keeps on repeating himself is no true artist,” and
quoted the composer Bruno Maderna who said “consistency is the vilest thing imaginable
in the world. I hate consistency because it equals death” (Varga 2011, 198). Carter
shared a similar philosophy, and described Petrassi as the one who continued the
evolution started by the Second Viennese School (Carter 1997, 188). Petrassi was a
dedicated teacher, spending hours at a time with some students, often discussing art as
well as the latest new music (Carter and Davies 2003, 8). So as you were learning this
piece, what was your cognitive and musical experience?
Student: As soon as I read through the piece, I saw that there were three strands of thought.
Consequently, I was able to recognize the different ideas throughout the piece, and see
how they were interacting.
Professor: What are the three strands of thought?
Student: The first is indicated dolce, legatissimo, scorrevole. It has many leaps, but is slurred
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and has a lyrical quality to it, with dynamics ranging from piano to mezzo forte. In
addition to the changing rhythmic divisions, the leaps in the notes seem to create a sense
of instability compared to the tranquillo idea that appears later.
Professor: It sure does. It sounds almost vocal, especially when you allow the shifting to be an
audible part of the execution.
Student: Yes—I was initially trying to use fingerings to avoid shifts when I could, but I realized
that the freer use of slides added to the character.
Professor: And the marking legatissimo affirms our approach. In terms of interval class content,
I see numerous overt IC3’s, IC6’s, and some “hidden” IC1’s and IC2’s as well. Here are
the [03] and [036]’s marked with rectangles:

It looks like [03] and [036] are all created by adjacent notes, and separated mostly by IC1
and IC2.
Student: I see, IC.
Professor: The way I hear it with my slightly atonally-challenged ears, IC3 can sound like a
minor third or major sixth, and IC6 sounds like a tritone. The trichord [036] can sound
like a diminished chord depending on the register. It gives a bit of a melancholy mood to
the first section.
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Student: That does help me to characterize the leaps in my head.
Professor: It doesn’t hurt to make a mental connection in a way that helps us. Carter once
said in an interview with Joël Bons, “When people listen to my music, I hope that they
will notice that if you take a piece by a composer like Schubert, the major and the minor
triad is an extremely important thing not merely as harmony, but in creating melodic
lines. Schubert is always walking up and down with arpeggios on C, E, G and so forth. I
am not doing anything different really, except using a different system of harmony”
(Bons 2003). In this case, he is taking the [036] motive and creating melodic lines, or so
it seems.
Student: I see.
Professor: By the way, I would practice all the dolce passages with a separate bow for every
“rectangle,” to internalize the delineation of the units.
Student: Will do.
Professor: Moving on, what do you see in the second idea?
Student: The second idea suddenly enters in fortissimo in measure 11, with an added emphasis of
a Bartók pizzicato. This character is marked giocosamente furioso, martellato. I looked
up the meaning of giocosamente, and it said “playfully.” It sounds like a lot of yelling
without the seriousness.
Professor: Our suspicions are backed up by the indication staccato e leggiero. You can see
interval classes 1 and 2 creating dissonance everywhere:
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We do have some occurrences of the IC3 and IC4 in-between the units.
Student: I feel like the intervals add to the giocosamente furioso character of this idea. It is made
of minor and major seconds, or minor and major sevenths, or minor and major ninths.
Professor: Yup, sounds to me like tension. I would guess that the traditional feeling of
consonance and dissonance played a role in choosing the interval classes for each
character. Look at the third idea of the piece—Carter writes tranquillo, ben legato for
this character:

Which interval classes can you identify in this section?
Student: Looks like interval classes 4 and 5.
Professor: Yes, we see that the tranquillo idea is always presented in dyads of alternating
IC4 and IC5 throughout the piece. In this case and many others, the dyads create the AIT
[0146]. So with IC3 and IC6 for the dolce, IC1 and IC2 for martellato, and IC4 and IC5
for tranquillo, we see that Carter has evenly distributed the six interval classes between
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the three “characters.” We can see this kind of writing in his other works, such as the
Second String Quartet, where the different instruments are characterized by different
intervals.
Student: Cool!
Professor: Now let’s observe the ways in which the different characters occupy some common
ground. What’s immediately noticeable is that they are intertwined in the temporal space
as we see at the beginning of the tranquillo section:
21

As well as in measures 48-49:

The E and D# of the dolce material seem to interject while the martellato idea is ongoing.
Student: I see that the martellato character returns the favor later on:
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Professor: Yes, we see this kind of “interruption” throughout the piece. We can also observe
some overlap of the intervallic content of the characters. We saw that the dolce character
was separated mostly by IC1 and IC2, and that the martellato character also contained
some instances of IC3. In the tranquillo character, aside from the [0146] including all the
intervals, the voices move in intervals of 1, 2, and 3. For example, in the first tranquillo
passage, [036] is outlined by the top notes [F, G#, B] and bottom notes by [E, G, Bb]:

Student: Nice.
Professor: We can see [036] or [03] outlined in the tranquillo idea at other times, though not
as perfectly in both voices as in this case. So what does this character sound like to you?
Student: IC4 sounds like a major third or minor sixth, and IC5 sounds like a perfect fourth or
fifth, which sound more pleasant and embracing than the other intervals.
Professor: I agree. And of course, the all-interval tetrachord [0146] enhances the all-embracing
quality of the tranquillo character. How would you create this feeling in the sound?
Student: I would rely more on the natural vibration of the string, and use minimal vibrato.
Professor: Good idea. I would also encourage you to enjoy the long note values and create a
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sense of timelessness.
Student: Okay.
Professor: Let’s look at another way in which the characters are more inherently connected. I
was curious about how Carter’s slurs organized the set classes in the dolce section:

The first slur formed by [C, C#, E, F#, A] creates [01469], which includes all interval
classes. In the following three slurs, the ordering of the pitches shown in normal form
allows us to see that all the notes are separated by IC1 and IC2.
Student: Cool!
Professor: Obviously we don’t see the “stepwise” motion within the [03], [036], and [0369]
slurs, but we can see it again in the longer slurs of measures 12-15. So we see that while
the dolce character retains the adjacent IC3 units, IC1 and IC2 are embedded in many
ways—not only in-between the IC3 units, but multiple times within the slurs.
Student: It’s as if each of the slurs provide a set of letters for a game of Scramble, from which we
can create many interval classes.
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Professor: That’s one way of thinking about it, by which we can extract many more instances of
IC1 and IC2. Analyzing the slurs and their set classes led me to another idea that ties the
characters together—aggregates. In the beginning, it takes a little while for the dolce
character to complete the aggregate due to the delayed “T” (B-flat):

Likewise, in the martellato passage, the “T” is delayed, but we can combine the [G, Bb]
from the dolce section to complete the aggregate:

Then we have two aggregates appearing under one slur:
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Student: I don’t have to play it in one bow, do I?
Professor: No, I don’t think that would sound very good. Instead of relying on the overlapping
aggregates for cues on how we might break the slur, let’s try more or less one bow per
measure:

I like this one for three reasons. First, it keeps all the [03], [036], and [0369] intact.
Second, it aligns with the brief meter change in measure 20, which could serve as a cue.
The notes [C, D, Eb, F, F#, G#, A, B] form [0134679T], which is the octatonic scale.
This functions as a motive from which the other “bows” form the subset [013469].
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Student: I like that grouping! I see that the first group [F#, G, A, Bb, Db, E] is related to
[G, G#, A#, B, C#, E] by I5, which is related to the last set class [F#, G, A, Bb, C, Eb] by
T11.
Professor: Yes, exactly. As the tranquillo character enters, we can form another subset of the
octatonic motive with its notes, [D, E, F, G, G#, Bb, B]:

Student: That’s another organic connection between the two characters!
Professor: Yes, what else is interesting about the octatonic scale is that it is comprised of
alternating IC1 and IC2, and can be formed by two non-intersecting diminished seventh
chords, which are [0369] in this piece.
Student: Wow, so it ties all three ideas together!
Professor: Yes, it would seem so. In retrospect, another way to analyze Carter’s grouping in the
first dolce section is to see them as subsets or supersets of the octatonic set:
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Student: I like that!
Professor: Now going back to the aggregates—we have more in the following passages:

The first one in measures 36-38 is framed by the slur. In the second set in measures 3944, we include three notes from the tranquillo passage to achieve the same content. The
longer tranquillo section that follows forms an aggregate marked by the brackets:

The alternating IC5 and IC4 are consistent, and we can see three occurrences of [0146] as
it goes through all the pitch classes.
Student: Nice.
Professor: So we have seen the aggregate formed by the dolce material, dolce + martellato, and
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tranquillo. Let’s look at one more set comprised of martellato alone, marked by
brackets:

Later on, we will see how some non-adjacent sets complement each other to form an
aggregate. Now let’s pause for a minute to consider how the three ideas are interacting
with each other. We know there are organic connections between the three, while each
one retains its distinct character. We want to see if there are changes that occur as they
interact with one another. Doesn’t this writing remind you of the rondo form from the
classical period?
Student: It does! The music is moving between the three ideas, sometimes in stretto-like
manner.
Professor: Yes. If we were to look at how many times each character gets to speak, we can label
the piece like so:
[A-B-A-B-A-B-A-C-A-B-A-C-A-B-A-C-A-C-B-A-B-A-B-A-B-A-B-C-A]
That gives A 24 chances, B 10, and C 5. In terms of duration, it looks like A gets a total
of about 51 bars, B 16, and C 50. That’s one factor we can consider, but in terms of
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interval class content, B may get a higher score—not to mention the heightened dynamics
and articulation.
Student: I see. C is also pretty striking because things suddenly feel suspended. Sometimes you
can “say” more with fewer words.
Professor: Yes, some people may remember C more than A and B, depending on how you play
it. So that’s what it looks like on the surface. How would you interpret the series of
these ideas?
Student: Initially, I thought they were three discrete characters, but as I discovered more
commonalities between them, I realized it could represent one person having multiple
strands of thought.
Professor: I think that would work very well as we look at how these “thoughts” influence each
other through the interaction. In the next Laud, “Rhapsodic Musings,” we will see that
the piece represents Robert Mann with the motive re and mi taking his initials, and in this
Laud dedicated to Petrassi, perhaps we can interpret the multiple strands of thought to
belong to him. So in the beginning he seems preoccupied with [036], while other
intervals coexist underneath the surface. Then suddenly another thought enters rather
violently, pausing the dolce character:
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When he gathers himself and continues again in dolce in measure 12, he reiterates the last
three notes before going on. You can see this pattern three times in the first set of
exchanges. The dolce character re-enters each time in piano, and the martellato character
seems to be losing a bit of steam with each interruption, going from ff to f, then losing the
accents, then employing a lighter stroke.
Student: I see. I will shape it accordingly.
Professor: Great. This reiteration phenomenon of the dolce material can be seen almost at every
opportunity:
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It’s as if he doesn’t want to lose track of his thought, and has not processed these
thoughts to his satisfaction. However, after the longer passages of the dolce and
martellato, there is no reiteration behavior from the dolce character—as if the differences
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have been reconciled or integrated. The dolce passage then unfolds in a series of set
classes that are more varied than before:

As we can see from the rectangles that permeate the passage, we have [03], [036], and
[0369] as before. The [03]’s are especially audible in measures 70-71, being repeated five
times in the same register. In measures 73-75, [03] expressed through [G, Bb] also stand
out due to the expressive leap and repetition. Other members of [03] rhyme in leaps:
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These leaps are first repeated on [G, Bb] three times before being echoed by two more
rising tenths, and finally a rising major thirteenth. After the [0123456] created by
circular thirds, this is another dramatic expression of its IC3 character. The dynamics do
not go beyond mf, and the dolce character retains its gentle but insistent ways, and ends
the paragraph with the characteristic [0369]. In this passage, one significant subset that
can be formed from most of these set classes is [0146]:

Notice that this dolce passage is sandwiched by [0146] of the tranquillo idea.
Student: Wow, another profound connection! So maybe the tranquillo character served as a
respite from the initial conflict.
Professor: Yes, I thought of it as a time of reflection, or perhaps even physical rest. In any case,
it seems as though the dolce character is discovering more ways of reconciling the
differences with the martellato character, and integrating with the tranquillo character.
Notice that the consecutive [03]’s in measures 70-71 fill out the space to create a
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[0123456], which is shared by the martellato character in at least two places. The first
one is from measures 48-49:

Student: I also see that the dolce idea highlights IC1 in the E and D#, as if influenced by the
martellato character.
Professor: Great observation. And the [0123456]’s of each character form an aggregate—[C,
C#, D, D#, E, F, F#] from dolce and [G, G#, A, A#, B, C, Db] from martellato:

Student: That’s so cool!
Professor: We will see the [0123456] again in the ensuing martellato passage:
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Measures 88-91 can be heard as the climax for a few reasons. The martellato character
retains consecutive IC1 and IC2 just as the dolce character consistently leaps in IC3’s,
and in these measures the going back and forth of the “ninths” clearly bring out the
intervallic character. With the additional division into septuplets, accents on the offbeats, and dynamic increase, the intensity also rises. Two things should be noted here—
first, the climactic [0123456] from measures 88-89 can be equated to the most
characteristic moment of the dolce passage, which could be considered its own climax.
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Then, I could sense that he was going through all the pitch classes in these measures. But
when I examined closely, I saw that he omitted the pitch class 3, Eb or D#, from
measures 88-90:

Also in measure 91, there were nearly all pitch classes represented, except F#, the pc 6:

So it seems that the martellato character is left in a complement relationship with [D#,
F#]. The first [D#, F#] that comes to mind is from the “climax” of the dolce passage,
where it was highlighted within the [0123456].
Student: Wow.
Professor: So we see that the dolce and martellato characters are integrating their identity as they
continue to interact with one another. The tranquillo character is also being integrated
into the other characters, in the presence of [0146]. The martellato character keeps
“declaring” [0146] in accentuated chords, as if to reinforce the common ground. The
AIT [0146] can be created by IC1 and IC2 spaced IC3 apart. Obviously [0146] includes
all intervals, but the way the adjacent notes are spaced create a beautiful harmony of the
three key intervals.
Student: Maybe that’s why Mr. Carter only used [0146] consistently! I remember he used both
[0146] and [0137] in “Statements—Remembering Aaron.”
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Professor: Yes, that is a great observation. Let’s see how the dolce character proceeds with the
integration of [0146]. It retains [03], [036], and [0369] units as shown by the rectangles,
but we can also identify [0146] marked by red rectangles, and multiple forms of [0146]
embedded in the large slurs indicated by the notes:

In the first two consecutive [0146]’s marked in red, the notes are identical. In the last
two breaths of the dolce character, we see an undisguised [0146] for the first time, as if to
relinquish its identity as a member of [0369]. The martellato character responds
enthusiastically:

These are the last utterances of the martellato character, reinforcing [0146] with [C, Db,
E, F#], [G, A, C, Db], and [F#, G, Bb, C], related by I1 and I7.
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Student: The last two [0146]’s of both characters are identical!
Professor: Not only so, but the [C, C#, E, F#] is hidden in the third-to-last set class of the dolce
character, making the last three sets match perfectly.
Student: I love it! They are more connected than I could have imagined! I thought since the
dolce character is obsessed with IC3 and IC6, and the martellato character is all about
IC1 and IC2, they were at the brink of a multiple personality disorder, but [0146] was
able to integrate the strands of thought and keep the sanity intact.
Professor: Yes, it may not sound like unity on the surface, but there is definitely that common
ground, at least in our understanding. So what happens after this?
Student: The tranquillo character enters for the last time, in pianissimo as usual, nonplussed by
all the commotion.
Professor: IC4 and IC5 alternate perfectly as they do in the other tranquillo passages, and of
course, the thread of [0146]’s continue:

Student: Now I see that in the last 6 notes, even though I initially thought it was all IC 3 and 6, I
can interconnect notes to glean IC1 and IC2.
Professor: That’s right. I see two IC1’s, and three IC2’s and two IC6’s and four IC3’s. The last
six notes create the hexachord [023568], and the interval vector is 234222.
Student: What is an interval vector?
Professor: It shows you how many of each interval class is present, so in this case you have 2
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IC1’s, 3 IC2’s, 4 IC3’s, and 2 of IC4’s, 5’s, and 6’s. We can also extrapolate [G, A, C,
Db] to form [0146], and [C, Db, Eb, G] to form [0137], the other AIT that stays under the
surface in this piece.
Student: I see—it has more elements than I initially realized. Now I can appreciate the ending
much more than before.
Professor: So how would you play it? Can you bring out all that we discussed in your playing?
Student: With the non ritardando, it will be hard. It has a diminuendo and a harmonic indication
on the last A, so I’m inclined to bow out without an apparent “conclusion.” It seems to
hint at an ongoing thought process.
Professor: Perhaps. As long as you understand what it means to you given the context and the
content, it would be convincing enough for me. Now, I would like to go back to discuss
the rhythmic flow. In the beginning, we have the marking Quasi improvvisando, and the
usage of multiple divisions. In the first three measures, the division goes from duple to
triple, then to quintuple:

1

Instinctively, I thought it would express increasing anxiety, but the dynamics indicate
otherwise. As you look further, you see that he goes back and forth between the three
divisions. There are occasions where you can enjoy the specific rhythm he has chosen,
and other times when a preoccupation with the rhythmic accuracy could take away from
other meaningful things. Besides, Carter affirms the flexible approach with the indication
scorrevole. Do you know what it means?
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Student: I looked it up and found one translation to be “flowing.”
Professor: Yes, it’s Italian for flowing, moving, gliding, etc.
Student: Can you show me an example of an instance where I should be more aware of the
rhythm?
Professor: Even if the listener is not able to guess correctly, the performer should have an
understanding of the units the composer uses. In that sense, I think the first three
measures are important in internalizing the difference between the divisions. As you
become confident in feeling the subtle differences, I believe the music will come out
sounding more unpredictable and “organic.” This will set the context for bar 6, where the
six consecutive eighth notes will creates a sense of stability, albeit brief:

Student: I see. Being sure of the rhythmic happenings in the first character also helps me to
contrast it to the second and third character.
Professor: Exactly. They retain their outward differences to the end. The martellato character is
always in sixteenth or shorter notes, divided into 4, 5, 6, and 7. The tranquillo character
has long note values, ranging from two and a half beats to over fourteen beats! When it
first enters, it moves very slowly, but then warms up to more movement as the piece
progresses. Now, do you have any particular places you are having trouble with?
Student: The leggiero marking in measure 16 allowed me to pursue more fluidity in the jagged
string crossings, but I’m still having trouble with the intonation at this speed.
Professor: How do you practice the intonation here?
Student: Well, I’m not used to tuning minor second and major second dyads.
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Professor: I understand, but for every violinist, it is essential to review the proper tuning
between a minor second and major second. I find that too many students play half steps
by just putting the fingers next to each other, and whole steps by spacing them
comfortably apart, which is not good enough in most cases. In fact, first position may be
the hardest position to tune—there is more physical room for error, not to mention the
role hubris plays in treating it lightly. Tuning whole steps and half steps accurately will
make even seconds and ninths sound pleasing to the ears.
Student: Okay.
Professor: Now, how did you practice the first martellato passage with the mix of pizzicato,
staccato, and accents?
Student: In the beginning, I practiced very slowly to get the coordination, and tried to practice
the segments in-between the pizzicati separately.
Professor: Even figuring out the bowing is a task that requires some thought. After each
pizzicato, we have to consider which direction is better for the ensuing segment.

I would use a down-bow after the first pizzicato in measure 16, since there is an even
number of notes. However, I would use an up-bow for the second note of measure 17,
since the three accents will be executed more smoothly in that order, and the first note of
the quintuplet grouping will be on a down-bow. Subsequently, I would use the bowing
“as it comes,” ending the passage on a down-bow in measure 18. When you cross from a
higher string to the lower string, it is much more natural to go from up-bow to down-bow
because the right wrist bends in that direction.
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Student: Makes good sense.
Professor: Also, it would be helpful to leave the bow very close to the strings, to facilitate a clean
execution. The last two notes, C to B, have a string crossing over three strings. As you
crescendo to ff, the strokes will be more détaché than staccato, so don’t be afraid to use
the D string as a pivot point. Letting the bow jump too much often creates more tension
and extraneous noise.
Student: Maybe that’s why I couldn’t get comfortable with the crossings.
Professor: It’s not just for the last part of this phrase, but the whole martellato passage calls for
frequent crossing. It helps to stay in the lower part of the bow, because the higher you go
in the bow, the more distance your hand ends up traveling when you cross.
Student: That’s true. But I’m afraid I’m going to hit the violin when I stay near the frog.
Professor: Here is an exercise you can try, to get more comfortable in the frog area. Play the
martellato passage on the string, in the lower quarter of the bow. Be strict in using the
lower quarter, so that you exaggerate the problem. Start as close to the frog as possible,
and end exactly a quarter of the bow upward, marked by a piece of washi tape. When
you want to fix something fast, intensifying the challenge often helps.
Student: Okay.
Professor: The key to executing this exercise well is to stay loose in the joints of your right arm.
Since the other variables are fixed, your wrist and finger joints need to accommodate for
the shifting angles.
Student: Right.
Professor: Play this way ten times in a set, and practice as many sets as you wish. After a while,
you can play it much more freely in the lower part of the bow, with a “soft” hand.
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Student: Great. I can’t wait to feel more comfortable with this area.
Professor: Good. Also, watch out as you shift to the third position in measure 17, as you have to
stretch back for the ninth right away.

Staying loose in the left hand is essential for passages like these, where you have various
commands to perform one after another.
Student: Yes, I noticed that I have to think ahead and proceed cautiously; otherwise I keep
getting stuck and stopping.
Professor: That’s why slow practice is key to a passage like this. It’s better to simply play 3
good reps than to practice 10 times with 4 bad reps, which would cancel out 4 of the 6
good ones, leaving only two good reps to be counted.
Student: Well, if you put it that way, it seems logical, but it’s hard to have the discipline to be
focused for each rep.
Professor: There are so many capable players nowadays. If you want to be at the top level, you
either have to practice more than anyone, or practice smarter. I prefer the latter, so I can
have a life as well.
Student: Thanks for the advice.
Professor: You’re welcome. I hope you will be able to have that patience as you slowly figure
out bits of this work.
Student: Okay. Do you have advice on how to play the ricochet passage with the finger pizzicato
in measure 84?
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Professor: Sure. First, I would bow all the notes, including the double D, and play with a slur.
Then I would still finger the D on the G string, but only ricochet starting on the open D
without the pizzicato. Lastly, I would put them together, plucking the D on the G string
as you start the ricochet. Repeat it many times slowly until you get the coordination.
Student: Okay. But sometimes the ricochet doesn’t bounce.
Professor: Try to start it below the midpoint of the bow, and give it a nice hit. Practice on a
single string until you feel more at ease.
Student: Okay, that seems to work better. How about the one in measure 85? I’m having trouble
making the pizzicato audible, and the ricochet crescendo.

Professor: You have to do your best to pizz sideways and downward, as much as possible—
remember the pizzicato exercise from the previous chapter? As for the ricochet
crescendo, I would actually try this one up-bow, so it’s like an up-bow staccato.
Student: Okay, I like that.
Professor: Are you comfortable with the “climax” section in measures 88 to 91?
Student: Not really, but I found a few ways to organize the madness in my head. First, I figured
out the bowings like we did earlier, and saw that the accents land on up-bow and downbow in an alternating manner, then consecutively on five up-bows, and five down-bows.
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Professor: That does make it more organized. And take your time playing this passage—I don’t
think it has to be rushed.
Student: Okay.
Professor: For the sff and sfff chords, you can use two bows:

I would break both of them 2 + 2, to retain the IC1 + IC2 character.
Student: Cool.
Professor: In the last martellato bars, I would try the following fingering and bowing:

Once again, I wouldn’t rush these last [0146] statements.
Student: Okay, that would help with the execution of the pizzicato, etc.
Professor: I think as long as you practice the martellato passages sufficiently slowly and put
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everything together smoothly, the juxtaposition will be effective. The connections we
made during the analysis are satisfying for our understanding of the structure, but in
performance it’s imperative that we show the distinct characters of each voice clearly,
especially in the beginning.
Student: Yes, I think that’s what makes it interesting to hear.
Professor: Let’s finish by reviewing the similarities and differences of each of the characters:
Characters

Differences

Dolce

Note values: quintuplet
With martellato: aggregates,
sixteenths—quarter notes
[0146], [0123456], IC1, IC2,
Dynamics: piano—mezzo forte IC3
Articulation: legatissimo
With tranquillo: aggregates,
Main interval classes: 3, 6
[0146], [036], [0134679]

Martellato

Note values: septuplet
thirtyseconds—sixteenths
Dynamics: piano—fortissimo
Articulation: martellato,
staccato, leggiero
Main interval classes: 1, 2
Note values: quarter notes—
dotted half notes
Dynamics: pianissimo—piano
Articulation: legato
Main interval classes: 4, 5

Tranquillo

Similarities
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With dolce: aggregates,
[0146], [0123456], IC1, IC2,
IC3
With tranquillo: aggregates,
[0146], IC1, IC2
With dolce: aggregates,
[0146], [036], [0134679]
With martellato: aggregates,
[0146], IC1, IC2

CHAPTER 4:
RHAPSODIC MUSINGS
Professor: So what have you learned about the background of this movement?
Student: Well, I know it was written for Robert Mann, the former first violinist and
founder of the Juilliard String Quartet. The Juilliard String Quartet was known to have
invested much of their energy championing music of their time, and they chose to
celebrate their forty-fifth anniversary with a recording of the first four Carter quartets
(Lister 1992, 43). They commissioned the Third Quartet, and premiered both the Second
and Third Quartets. This Laud was written in 2000, and seems to me to be the most
accessible one of the four, since the motive is clearly audible and less “abstract” than the
others. I also found this one to be the least technically challenging so far.
Professor: Robert Mann was an amazing pedagogue and performer, playing into his nineties! He
was born in 1920, which makes him the same age as my grandmother, who also ran her
own company until age 92. They are two people whom I admire greatly, and they give
me inspiration for the passion and longevity of our vocation. It’s truly unfortunate that
the world lost him recently.
Student: I know—I wanted to attend the String Quartet Seminar at the Manhattan School of
Music, but the documentary “Speak the Music” is available now so I was able to watch it.
Professor: That’s great. You know he also composed some works, which have been performed
by artists such as Gilbert Kalish and Itzhak Perlman, and he was active as a conductor as
well. All these venues of musical expression brought him in touch with the multitudes
that love and admire his work. But quartet playing was obviously a huge part of his life,
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and I’m sure Mr. Carter associated many of his quartets with the spirit of the Juiliard
String Quartet.
Student: Yes, I heard that they worked a lot together.
Professor: I find the lives of Robert Mann and Elliott Carter fascinating in many respects, and
one area that interests me greatly as a musician is how they were able to see nearly four
generations of musicians evolve throughout their lives. There is a lot of conversation
about the changing trends of classical music, and these men were able to witness many
aspects of these changes firsthand. I often see students focus on the next competition, the
next degree, the next job, until one day they wake up feeling goal-less, and sometimes
even turn away from music—check out the New York Times article “The Juilliard Effect
(Wakin 2004)”—but I want to remind you that we need to have a long-term perspective
with respect to where we want to go and what impact we want to have on society as
musicians.
Student: That’s true.
Professor: It is inspiring also because neither Mr. Mann nor Mr. Carter were seen as prodigies,
but through the longevity of their careers both have made such a significant impact on
multiple generations. In any case, why don’t we get started with this piece?
(Student plays through.)
Professor: Good. Let’s talk about the main motive, re and mi, which represents the artist R. M.
You can see it in many places in many forms, but did you notice anything interesting
about how it is first presented?
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1

Student: I like it when it’s presented simultaneously, because the “major second” is not
an interval I’m used to playing together. In fact, I had to practice tuning it carefully.
Professor: Good, I’m glad you did because we should always strive for “perfect” intonation, and
as we can learn from studying different temperaments, various tuning creates different
effects.
Student: I’m sorry, but I’m not familiar with the different tuning systems since I never played
any keyboard instruments.
Professor: This may be a bit of a digression, but for any musician, it is a fascinating subject.
Even with some debatable details, How Equal Temperament Ruined Harmony (and Why
You Should Care) by Ross Duffin (2007) gave me an engaging introduction to the topic,
which is more than just about tuning, but also about harmony and vibrations, etc. I think
it would be especially interesting for this piece, since there is a wonderful interaction of
tonal and atonal elements.
Student: Okay, I will definitely look into it.
Professor: Great. So you know we typically tune the A to 440 Hz? That means the sound has
440 vibrations per second. The higher the number of vibrations per second, the higher
the pitch will be.
Student: Cool! I didn’t know that.
Professor: You can use these numbers to calculate the ratio for various intervals. For example,
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an octave has the ratio 2:1, fifth 3:2, and fourth 4:3. However, when you use these ratios
to create a circle of fifths, you end up with a slightly higher C than the one you started
from. To solve this problem, equal temperament narrows all the fifths slightly.
Student: So that’s what it is!
Professor: That’s just the beginning of the topic; I will leave you to explore the juicy details
through further study. Anyway, that’s also why when you play with a piano, you want to
tune the fifths tightly, not purely.
Student: I see. So what does all this mean for this piece?
Professor: Well, in the second section where we have IC1 and IC2 as motives, it might be
worthwhile to consider whether to use “major” or “minor” semitones for IC1. Basically,
the whole tone is divided into 9 “commas,” and if you tune the semitone to have 4
commas, it would be a minor semitone, and if you tune it to have 5, it would be a major
semitone. In the Pythagorean system, the same note and its variation would be separated
by a minor semitone, and two notes with different names would be separated by a major
semitone.
Student: Hmm, okay.
Professor: In the second section where we hear consecutive IC1’s going up and down, I think it
would be effective to use a minor semitone to bring out the sonority:

It reminds me of the quarter-tone passage in the Bartók Second Violin Concerto:
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Student: Yes, I see. I would love to try this atonally expressive intonation.
Professor: Great. With the other semitones, I would just use a major semitone for the notes with
different names:

Student: Okay, sounds good.
Professor: Now, back to our discussion of the motive—it is most evident when it is linearly
presented, with re and mi. Where else can you locate it?
Student: We can basically hear it in any “major second,” which can be a part of other chords and
larger motives as well.
Professor: Right. So let’s take a look at the beginning, which is a good place to look for cues.
1
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So the first chord is a [0147], then you have the re and mi, and the combined six notes
create the ATH.
Student: Cool!
Professor: You see a few different versions of the ATH. The second one starting in measure 2 is
formed with 3 dyads, and the third one is measure 3 is linearized:

Student: He is rather creative with the ATH.
Professor: We will see much more ATH variations later on. Can you tell me the normal forms of
each and how they relate to each other?
Student: It looks like the first one is [G#, A, C, D, D#, E], and if you perform I1, you get the
second one at [A, A#, B, Db, E, F], and with another I9, you get the third one at [E, F, Ab,
Bb, B, C].
Professor: Great work. I think we see a lot of the first version where the ATH is made up of a
tetrachord and an IC2; there is even a sequence in measures 5 and 6:
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The first two occurrences of ATH are formed like the beginning with [0147] and [02], the
last one is formed with a [0137], and the penultimate unmarked sequence is formed with
[0167], which does not yield an ATH. It’s an [01267], which is a subset of ATH.
Student: I see.
Professor: This is a wonderful example of the complement union property that Guy Capuzzo
discusses in his article (2004). A member of a set class X can be combined with
a non-intersecting member of set class Y to consistently produce a member of set class Z.
In this case, X is [0147], Y is [02], and Z is ATH. Does it make sense?
Student: I think so. I see how it works in the first two sequences, and I can see the texture of the
linearized tetrachord plus the IC2 motive.
Professor: Another pattern you can discern in this sequence is that the direction of the tetrachords
goes down, up, down, then up-and-down.
Student: Yes, it’s as if R. M. is debating with himself: yes, no, maybe?
Professor: Perhaps. We can also interpret that no matter what tetrachord is thrown his way, he
remains firm in his motive, which goes from [D, E] to [G#, A#] to [C#, D#] to [G, A],
moving by T6, T5, T6:
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The transpositional intervals outline [C#, D, G, G#], which yields two occurrences of
IC1’s. That could be like a subliminal challenge to our IC2 motive.
Student: Wow.
Professor: Small detail, but in the third sequence when the combination does not yield an ATH,
there is no accent on the IC2 motive.
Student: Mr. Carter was so meticulous!
Professor: He was.
Student: In measure 6, should I be crossing for the fifths, or staying on the same string?
Professor: It seems more practical to cross while staying in third position for all three
sequences. You can play an open D in the first and third ones, but the second D has an
accent, so I would prefer a slight vibrato while playing it on the G string:

Now when measure 7 begins with the motive on [G, A], you sense a new resolute version
of R.M. emerge:
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The dramatic rhythmic representation of the motive is identical to the beginning, and the
dynamic level is ff as well. It feels as though R. M. has chosen this version after trying
out the different choices.
Student: This one sounds more confident than the R. M. in the beginning.
Professor: Yes, but it is not ultimately stable. Let’s talk about the IC2 motive for a bit. Besides
being transposed, did you notice any changes or challenges to the identity of the motive?
Student: I don’t know if this is a valid answer, but in the second section, I noticed a lot of backand-forth between IC1 and IC2.
Professor: Yes, that’s precisely what I wanted to discuss. Mr. Carter draws our attention to the
two IC’s alternating at the beginning of measure 9:

It is immediately audible, and impactful.
Student: Yes, I think this marks a new section because of the piano dolce character, and the
drastic change in sonority.
Professor: Agreed. So now that we know this IC1 vs. IC2 is a thing, let’s go back to the first
section and look for signs that it was brewing underneath the other elements. First time I
can see and hear this interchange is in measure 5, just before the sequence ensues:
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The neighboring IC2 and IC1 form three overlapping [0146]’s, created by I3 and I1 while
retaining two common tones. This is another case of the complement union property,
where X is [01], Y is [02], and Z is [0146].
Student: Cool! The CUP is not as scary as it looks in the formula.
Professor: No, and we can study it in one more example in the last section. But there is more
IC1 vs. IC2 going on—besides the alternating IC1 and IC2 dyads, if you line up the two
IC2’s [D, E] and [F, G], E and F are separated by an IC1, and the two IC1’s [A#, B] and
[C#, D] are separated by an IC2 between B and C#:

Student: Wow, that is amazing.
Professor: Yes, interesting isn’t it? The following example is more subtle, but in measure 3-4,
voice crossing between the two ff dyads yields two IC1’s:

Student: I see, I wouldn’t have noticed them…
Professor: I do think you can hear the chords as adjacent musical ideas, since the thiry-second
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notes feel like a brief interjection between the more connected “forces.” The hairpins
unite them as well, so I would encourage you to play the phrase without a break. It seems
sensible to use two bows for the first ff dyad, and then play as it comes.
Student: That would help with my current awkwardness of playing the second ff dyad up-bow. I
just have to remember to stay in the lower half of the bow as I crescendo into the second
ff dyad, so I don’t run out of bow afterwards.
Professor: Well planned. By the way, the thirty-second notes form another [01267], the subset of
ATH that we saw in the sequence.
Student: Cool!
Professor: Now, the last example of the IC1-IC2 tension is in measures 7-8:

We can also see [0146], [0137], and ATH included in the example. In measure 7, the EbDb-Eb-D-Eb passage in particular foreshadows what is to come, so I would play it more
dramatically, instead of playing it in a straightforward manner.
Student: Okay. Where is a good place to shift in that passage?
Professor: You can stay in the third position, and shift on the Bb to the fifth position:
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Alternatively, you can shift to the fourth position on the second finger, and stretch to the
top note. Whenever I see a major crescendo, I make sure the last three notes are the most
dramatic in terms of volume increase.
Student: Got it.
Professor: Now let’s continue to the second section. It is laden with IC1 and IC2, but you also
see some AIT’s and ATH’s:

We have three ATH’s in measures 10-13, related by I0 and I10. The first two have a
similar shape and dynamic indication, aiding our aural discernment.
Student: Yes, I noticed that I instinctively wanted to rhyme them in my phrasing.
Professor: Nice. In measures 12-13, we have the trichords [025], [016], and [048]. They are
obviously parts of the ATH, but [025] and [016] are subsets of [0146] as well. Now why
do you think he put an F in the third ATH, since it doesn’t “belong?”

Student: Well, he even put an accent on it, so it must create another motive with some other
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notes.
Professor: I would guess the same, and in fact I saw that it formed a [0146] with the neighboring
trichord. What I like about [0146] especially in this piece is that you can take an IC1 and
IC2 and space it an IC3 apart to create [0146].
Student: That’s true!
Professor: The tetrachord [0137] can also have adjacent IC1 and IC2 in [013], of course. In any
case, you can see both [0137] and [0146] embedded in the ATH in measures 10-13. And
why do you think Carter uses a 7/8 meter here?

Student: I’m not sure, but I do see some interesting details. The 7/8 only lasts for only half the
duration of the rest of the measures. Also, it’s where the only row of the piece begins.
Professor: It does draw our attention to the row, which is completed in the following measure—
although there is no further operations of the row.
Student: I see. Do you have a good fingering for the row?
Professor: This one works for me:
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You can play the last note with another “3,” since most people play with a short break
before accenting the top note. It also helps to practice in various small groups. You can
group them by 4 notes, or notes on the same position, or notes on the same string.
Student: Okay, sounds good.
Professor: Now, what happens after the row?
Student: We have [0147] followed by re and mi-flat, which is somewhat reminiscent of the
beginning.
Professor: Right—the distorted motive is disconcerting, however. It doesn’t form an ATH as in
the beginning, but it does with the following [0146]:
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In fact, we have three consecutive instances of ATH created with [0146], and the [01]
motive. In measure 17, the F# and G create an ATH with the preceding [0146] as well as
the following [0146]. The contents of this section seem simple, but it is the most lyrical
and espressivo part of the piece. Each AIT/ATH iteration gets slower and slower, and the
last one distinguishes itself from the others with its piano subito beginning and overall
suspended quality.
Student: Can I slide to the high B in measure 17?
Professor: That would be counter-effective given the subito marking. In fact, I have heard more
than one person play the B as a harmonic. If you want to be fancy, you can start with a
harmonic, then inconspicuously increase the finger pressure to play normally with a little
vibrato as you crescendo.
Student: I like that.
Professor: What happens after these AIT’s?
Student: I guess the last section ensues?
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Professor: Absolutely—the forte subito clearly brings a new spirit, which takes us to the end.
We have [0137] and [0157], which would sandwich our motive [0147] in voice-leading
space. Also, this particular [0157] is a contour inversion of [0137]:

Student: What is a contour inversion?
Professor: The pitch-class set of the [0137] in measure 19 is [G, C#, F#, A], with the direction
up, down, down, and the set [D, G#, D#, A#] goes down, up, up, which mirrors the
contour.
Student: I get it! Not only do I get it, I can hear it!
Professor: Great. Here I think it would be interesting to accent the first note of each group; G
and D, instead of the second notes C# and G#, which would have made it more
rhythmically organized but less interesting.
Student: Yes, I like that theoretically sound grouping! But I’m having trouble using the first
finger consecutively for the [0157] at a fast tempo:

Professor: The most crucial thing is to relax the wrist and keep the finger pressure minimal, in
order to facilitate the horizontal hand movement. The parallel crossing of the finger is
not something we often encounter, but it’s not the most difficult either. Here is an
exercise you can do to familiarize your hand.
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Repeat every measure slowly as many times as you would like, playing everything with
the first finger, and staying extremely light and flexible in the left hand. Then slowly
increase the speed as you feel more comfortable.
Student: It sounds funny, but I think it would help.
Professor: It’s a wonderful exercise—I saw Mauricio Fuks of Indiana University teach it
at a master class and thought it was great for Bach fugues, etc.
Student: Okay, I will practice.
Professor: Good. This last gesture seems to express that R. M. is tired of exploring or lingering,
and we don’t want the fingering to hold back the decisive character. The syncopated
rhythm of the chords that follow adds to the feeling of being goal-driven:

The “syncopation” creates a metric modulation where 4 beats are played in the space of
three quarter notes.
Student: What is a metric modulation? Kind of like hemiola?
Professor: It’s certainly related, but Richard Franko Goldman first identified this principle that
Carter used in his Cello Sonata (Goldman 161). He describes the idea as “a means of
going smoothly, but with complete accuracy, from one absolute metronomic speed to
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another, by lengthening or shortening the value of the basic note unit.” Carter was the
first one to experiment with ratios of note values not seen in “traditional” works.
Student: I knew there was something weird about those measures. When I play it, I feel the shift
in the tempo in my head, but the rhythm ends up sounding evenly spaced.
Professor: Right. Since the preceding [0146] plays 4 notes over 15 quarter notes, the contrast is
heightened, but at the same time we don’t have a good sense of pulse from which to
“modulate.” I suppose it’s one of the ideas that adds richness to the performer’s
understanding, even if it surpasses the discernment of the listener.
Student: I could try to play it with some nods on the beats?
Professor: You could. Or you could play it simply as it is written, then bring out the rhythmic
“readjustment” in measure 21 and onward.
Student: I like that—keep the listeners on their toes!
Professor: Yes—actually, the syncopated rhythm is ubiquitous in this piece. Throughout the
whole piece, downbeats are often evaded. I think it fits the character of R. M., artistic
and open-minded.
Student: That’s true. I feel better having removed the self-imposed need for showing the
pulse where we expect it.
Professor: That’s part of the fun in learning new music, to challenge our understanding of
these elements. I love how Mr. Carter wrote this piece in a way that requires us to count
carefully to learn it, but as we grow in our understanding and shift our focus to other
interesting things, the music seems to truly transcend the score.
Student: All I know is that I would never be able to write it accurately in a dictation exam.
Professor: Neither would I; but I bet even Mr. Carter may not be able to produce an accurate
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facsimile of his works solely by listening! Now, why do you think he writes alternating
[048]’s and [016]’s in measure 20?
Student: It looks like [048] and [016] are forming ATH through CUP, and [016] is also a subset
of [0146].
Professor: Yes, good. You can see a few repetitive things going on:

The larger rectangles show ATH’s, and the smaller rectangles show IC1 and IC2.
Complement union property of [016] and [048] is displayed in a wonderful example
where a member of [048] combines with a nonintersecting member of [016] to form a
member of ATH in each rectangle. The trichord [048] will always pair with a [016] to
create ATH, although [016] can pair with [048], [024], [026], [037], or [014] to create an
ATH. We see three of the four members of [048]: [G, B, D#], [A#, D, F#], [C, E, G#]. It
would sound like an augmented triad if the voicing were altered, but Mr. Carter chose to
retain as much stepwise motion as possible, to delineate IC1 and IC2.
Student: It’s amazing how he packed all that into one measure.
Professor: Wait until we get to the last measure. Would you like to tell me the normal forms of
the ATH’s and how they are related?
Student: The first one looks like [G, G#, B, C#, D, D#]; by I1 we get [A#, B, C, D, F, F#];
then T8 gives us [F#, G, G#, A#, C#, D]; another T8 gives us [D, D#, E, F#, A, A#]; and
finally T10 gives us [C, C#, D, E, G, G#]:
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Professor: That’s very good. Let’s take a look at the next measure, where we can see some
similar ideas:

This time we have the re and mi on the top throughout, and the lower two voices
moving by IC1, as if to offset the IC2 on the top. The two ATH’s are [Bb, B, D, E, F,
F#] and [C, C#, D, E, G, G#], related by I6.
Student: That’s cool! I feel like he really wrestled with these elements, and R. M. is coming out
on top!
Professor: Yes, he certainly is. Let’s talk more about the musical implications after we finish
studying the interesting details. I see that the tetrachords of measure 21 are [0138],
[0137], and [0247], with the two [0137]’s accented. First, the two [0137]’s share re and
mi in common, and the other two notes rotate around the axis 3-9. Remember the axes
from the Copland Laud?
Student: Yes, of course.
Professor: We could also say that the two [0137]’s are related at I6. As for the other tetrachords,
it was meaningful for me to connect them to the initial [0147], because I had wondered
why he chose [0147] instead of [0137] in the beginning. So the tetrachords [0137],
[0147], [0237], and [0247] are directly related in voice leading space, and may look like
this:
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I also remembered that the sequences in measures 5-6 were formed by [0147] + [02],
[0167] + [02], and [0137] + [02] where [0167] was left out of the ATH club. Then in the
beginning of the last section, [0137] and [0157] were labeled as having contour inversion.
The tetrachords [0167] and [0157] initially seemed haphazard, but had their place in the
bigger picture.
Student: Cool! I like it when things have nice connections.
Professor: So do I. Why don’t you show me more of those connections in the rest of the piece?
Student: I see some more ATH’s and AIT’s:

I put parentheses around the G in the ATH in measure 23, since it is extraneous. But it
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does form a part of the [0146].
Professor: That’s fine. It also creates an IC2 with the neighboring A, as well as with the leftover
F from the previous ATH. Which reminds me, in the 7/8 measure, he left out an F in the
ATH there as well—but that one had also formed a [0146] within the group.
Student: I see, interesting.
Professor: If we take the presence of these F’s one step further, even at the risk of overanalyzing,
we can see that it creates the omnipresent IC1 next to the re-mi motive.
Student: Wow, I like that a lot.
Professor: Me too! To finish the thought on the IC1-IC2 phenomenon, why don’t we look
at how it is used in this last section:

It is different from the way the second section allows us to hear them, because it’s often
embedded in chords, or skips over notes instead of audibly alternating back and forth.
Also, IC2 can be clearly heard in re and mi about nine times in these four measures.
Student: It’s just so packed!
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Professor: Indeed. I think you missed a few AIT’s in the last measure so let’s take a look:

The first two chords include [012478], [0137], [0146], [01], [02]. The next two chords
have [01], [02], [0146], and you can hear the tension between [01] and [02]. Re and mi
being repeated three times in the last three sets of “chords” symbolizes the firm identity
of R. M., compounded by the fact that they are the last remaining notes, and the rhythmic
deceleration dramatizes the conclusion.
Student: I thought the metric modulation was cool, but I think I like the ending the best!
Professor: So when you first started to learn this piece, your impression was that it was easier to
play than the others, and perhaps more simple. Now what do you think after studying it a
little bit?
Student: I didn’t know one could pack so few notes with so much information.
Professor: I think that’s very much part of the beauty of these pieces. So now that we have
reviewed the important elements of the piece, what do you think is the musical narrative?
Student: Well, it has three sections, so we could attribute it to different parts of his life?
Professor: I like that. The first part can be compared to R. M.’s youth, the second his middle
age, and the third part his late years. Or rather than a chronological narrative, it could be
a process of self-discovery, perhaps. If we consider this motive as his identity, the first
part seems confident, with strong dynamics and multiple affirmations of the motive. The
marking is Adagio appassionato at a quarter equals circa 66. It gives me the impression
that he was confident of himself, unhurried, energetic, and assertive in reinforcing his
presence.
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Student: Juxtaposed to the strong character of the first section, the tentative character of the
second section is quite contrasting, and seems to indicate an inner struggle. If IC2
represents R. M.’s identity, it is constantly challenged by IC1. This section includes
AIT’s, ATH’s, a row, a large dynamic range and molto espressivo indication, making it
most diverse in terms of character. It’s as if R. M. is exploring different possibilities in
his identity such as quartet playing, teaching, composing, and conducting.
Professor: That’s a nice idea. And the beginning of the last section seems to say, “Enough
conflict, I know who I am!” and proceed to integrate all the elements beautifully. Even
the brief reminiscence of the IC1-IC2 interchange in piano is dismissed by the AIT’s,
followed by the most affirming finale of the R. M. motive:

Student: I love it!
Professor: It feels deeply personal with the motive taking Robert Mann’s initials, and his
remarkable human and artistic qualities being addressed in the “Composer’s Notes.” Just
a note about bowings—I noticed that you try to honor most of the printed bowings, but I
would personally use more bows to channel the great energy Robert Mann had in his
playing.
Student: Okay, I’m glad I don’t have to follow the bowings meticulously.
Professor: For example, the third chord of the piece is sustained for over four seconds,
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with an accent in the beginning and a crescendo at the end. You definitely need two
bows there:
1

Being on the up-bow towards the end is helpful for the crescendo, but I would retake the
F towards the middle of the bow to facilitate the fast notes that follow.
Student: Okay, that would be helpful.
Professor: I believe expression is of higher priority than following printed bowing, and Ronald
Copes of the Juilliard Quartet mentioned that Mr. Carter was open to various suggestions
when they were working on the quartets. Some of these bowings are not conducive to
producing the dynamic markings he intended, and I would guess that he didn’t
necessarily mean them to be literal. But there are instances when he provides bowing
details that are quite well thought-out. For example, in the second measure, I believe he
put the slur within the fast passage to facilitate the accent on the down-bow on the first
chord.
Student: Then how can we distinguish between what we need to adhere to, and what we
can change?
Professor: Sharpening that discernment is part of maturing as a musician, and it comes
from a combination of things such as learning about the composer, the theoretical
elements of the piece, and simply trying out the passage to see how the performance
translates the musical message. Usually, weighing the different options will lead to an
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educated decision. In any case, I think we shouldn’t be too afraid to freely express the
music at the cost of occasional scholarly offense.
Student: I see. There are some spots where I sound much better with some adjustments.
Professor: Yes, I agree. Even Beethoven, whose markings we all take so seriously, was
such an artful improviser I think it would be a shame to lose that special quality in his
music.
Student: True.
Professor: Having said that, this piece does have some awkwardness in the way the
accents and ff chords often land on an up-bow, but it is also part of its fiery character.
The key to reducing the discomfort is to stay loose in the right wrist through the rapid
string crossing, and to use the elbow level as a leverage to efficiently produce the accents.
How about some exercises to get used to the feeling?

Repeat each bar many times, first starting slowly and speeding up as you feel more fluid
in the wrist. Stay in the lower half of the bow, to minimize the distance you have to
travel across the strings.
Student: Okay, that is really helpful.
Professor: Good. If we do not address some of these technical challenges, the piece can sound
jagged, and the energetic drive can be lost without the continuity.
Student: Right, and I also don’t like my sound when I tense up, so I want to work on producing a
more resonant forte sound. Otherwise, we might have a hysterical R. M., as opposed to a
confident and generous one.
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Professor: Right. The sound itself carries so much meaning, and in this piece there are long
notes that evolve or short notes with long pauses that carry such emphasis in the sound,
or silence. For example, let’s talk about how we might play the first dyad re and mi:
1

It’s held over five beats, and changes quickly from f to mf in the beginning. If we
interpret R. M.’s character as unyielding and constant, we can play it with a somewhat
static tone. However, it would be more interesting to find subtle changes in the tone to
indicate life and interaction of the forces, especially given the duration.
Student: I agree.
Professor: Good—now let’s compare the motive in measure 7:

to the one at the very end:

How would you play them differently?
Student: The one in measure 7 is coming out of a series of “conflicts,” and seems to
assert itself more energetically, whereas the last iteration seems more profoundly
confident and firm than any of the previous ones. I would play the first one with a
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shorter accent, which goes well with the shorter rest, and the last one with a deeper,
slightly longer and rounder kind of accent.
Professor: Great idea. But notice that the G in measure 7 has a tenuto marking with the accent,
and the A only has an accent. Likewise, notice the different articulation markings of the
chords in measure 24. The first two have tenuto markings on the bottom and accents on
top, second set of two have tenuto on top and staccato on the bottom, and the last two
have both tenuto and accents:

Student: Hmm. With the second set of chords, I guess I can play the top notes longer, but I don’t
know how I would convey the accent vs. tenuto in the first set.
Professor: These three notes should be played simultaneously and not broken from bottom to top.
Play them with initial accents, then you can linger on the re and mi to show their duration
of eighth notes.
Student: Okay, I can do that.
Professor: In the very last re and mi, I think it’s important to give the utmost finality and
certitude of the motive. Do not rush the long rest, and enjoy the suspense of not knowing
whether IC2 will have the last word. For that reason, I believe mi is more important than
re. I heard many people play the last two notes with equal emphasis, and it was simply
not satisfying. When I heard Rolf Schulte play mi louder than re, all was well in my
musical soul.
Student: Okay, I will make sure not to leave you dissatisfied.
Professor: I trust you to play it the way you feel inside. Now, what kind of sound should we
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aim for in the second section?
Student: Measure 9 says dolce, so I wanted to find an appropriate sound for the music.
Instead of a Mozartian sound of purity, I tried using more bow to create a more airy
sound, with limited vibrato. Then in the second half where it says molto espressivo e
legato, I used a more romantic sound with increased vibrato and body in the sound.
Professor: I certainly noticed and appreciated that. The tenuto markings allow room for some
portamento, to bring out the syncopated character:

Then when you use non vibrato on the piano subito in measure 17, it really creates a
special effect, not to mention demarcating another [0146]:

Student: Yes, that kind of language is more familiar to me from the classical and romantic
period.
Professor: And what kind of sound do you want to convey in measure 23?
Student: To me, it’s a combination between the dolce in measure 9, and the espressivo in
measures 14 to 17. It is piano, but expressive and directional.
Professor: So maybe use some vibrato but keep the bow pressure light in the beginning, until the
crescendo calls for more sound?
Student: Yes, I like that.
Professor: Any other thoughts or questions?
Student: Not at the moment—I think I need much more help with the last Laud, so I want to go
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home and practice.
Professor: Okay. Good job and don’t forget to channel Mr. Mann’s extraordinary spirit! If you
miss the spirit of R. M., you will miss the piece.
Student: Got it.
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CHAPTER 5:
FANTASY—REMEMBERING ROGER
Professor: So here we are at the last Laud. Although this was not the last one to be written, was
it?
Student: It was written in 1999, as was “Statement—Remembering Aaron,” and “Rhapsodic
Musings” was written in 2000.
Professor: According to John Link, “Riconoscenza per Goffredo Petrassi” started a “trickle of
instrumental miniatures” in 1984, which later became a torrent, a genre Carter favored to
honor his friends and colleagues (Link 2008, 8). In the “Composer’s Notes” of the Four
Lauds, Carter says that Roger Sessions was “one of the most interesting and widely
cultivated persons” he had known, and that he tried to honor Sessions in his own way in
this piece (Carter 2000). It was written for the violinist Rolf Schulte, whose brilliant
style complements the music wonderfully. Have you heard the Sessions violin concerto,
by the way?
Student: No, I haven’t. I didn’t know who Roger Session was before learning this piece.
Professor: I’m not too familiar with his works myself, but apparently the violin concerto had a
reputation for being unplayable. Much of his music is considered very difficult to play.
You can hear that the violin part has many notes as is the case in “Fantasy—
Remembering Roger,” and a lot of it is in the high register. The high notes of the solo
violin in the Sessions Concerto are further exposed due to the absence of violins in the
tutti (Henahan 1968, 386). Sessions was one who believed that great music should
transcend issues of marketability, but as Carter lamented in his “Commemorative
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Tribute,” many players and orchestras lack the budget of time and money to invest the
energy necessary to bring out what is great about Session’s works (Carter 1986).
Student: Maybe Mr. Carter channeled too much of Mr. Sessions’ spirit here, because I nearly
gave up learning this piece. It was a little overwhelming trying to understand or play it.
Professor: You are not alone. Let’s try to gain some perspective from various angles. What
do we know about Sessions as a composer and person?
Student: I remember from reading about the Copland-Sessions concerts that Sessions was less
interested in developing an American sound, and more interested in creating absolute
music. He was bad with deadlines, and even though he went to Harvard at age 14, he
didn’t become prolific until his late fifties.
Professor: About the turning point, Sessions told Frederick Prausnitz in an interview, “You see, I
was very shy. I had to find myself first and gain confidence. (…) At the same time some
American composers seemed determined to ‘invent’ American music by external means.
I had to discover who I was and what my music was” (Prausnitz 1985, 157). He wrote a
book called The Musical Experience of Composer, Performer, Listener, which would
enlighten us of much of his philosophy. For example, he believed that “the composer, the
performer, and the listener are in a certain sense collaborators in a total musical
experience, to which each makes his individual contribution” (Kerman 1951, 128).
Furthermore, “the music is not totally present, the idea of the composer is not fully
expressed, in any single performance, actual or even conceivable, but rather in the sum of
all possible performances” (Kerman 1951, 128).
Student: Then perhaps he would have considered writing less difficult music for the
performers…
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Professor: I know, but I don’t think he was one to compromise. Sessions’ music, “being quite
elaborate, need very carefully prepared and committed performances which it has seldom
received. Music that is really new often takes quite a number of performances before
musicians understand fully its meaning and expression and are then able to communicate
this to an audience” (Carter 1986, 6). In terms of making sense of the complexities, a
term that stood out to me in the discussion of Sessions’ Musical Experience is the idea of
a “train of impulse” rather than a “train of thought,” because I felt that Carter captured
the train of impulse with great vivacity in this Laud. Joseph Kerman ends his article on
Roger Sessions by stating that “the expressive power of his music is in its cumulative,
contextual sense, and its expressive failure is in its lack of instant effect.” Initially, I
struggled to discern a clear picture of “Fantasy—Remembering Roger” among the
ubiquitous theoretical elements, but the cumulative effect is precisely what makes it a
beautifully expressive remembrance of Sessions.
Student: I think I understand.
Professor: In terms of style, his earlier works were seen as neoclassical, then with the turning
point of the violin concerto circa 1935, he started writing more twelve-tone music,
though the change came gradually (Cone and Sessions 1966, 39-40). He believed that
there is no clear distinction between tonal and atonal music, and that is exactly the
impression I get from listening to his music. It depicts colors, textures, and other means
of expression, rather than delineating sets or structure. I sense that it is especially
important in this last Laud to bring out the “deeply romantic expressivity” that Carter
mentioned of Sessions’ works in the tempo flessibile, brilliance, and textural changes.
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Rather than using analytical terms such as harmony and rhythm, or even twelve-tone
language, he preferred gestures, shape, and contrast (Olmstead 1978, 13).
Student: That helps me not to feel overwhelmed by the million notes and the technical
difficulties. Maybe I can try to bring out the gestures and even enjoy the shapes created
by the awkward string crossing and rapid leaps of the notes.
Professor: Sounds good. As Sessions was primarily an orchestral composer, perhaps it would
help to imagine different instruments playing different textures, or the general
atmosphere being created by more than a single instrument. We will study some
examples later on. As we wrap up our discussion on Sessions as a person, I thought this
was an interesting account from a music festival at Oberlin College: “Thus, in his quiet
way he was boring, informative, infuriating, lovable, cerebral, incompetent, inspiring,
brilliant—we didn’t know what to make of him” (Olmstead 1978, 14).
Student: Since he was so dedicated to discovering his own voice, I’m sure a lot of that came out
in his music!
Professor: Yes, I would think so. Now, let’s commence our study of the piece. Perhaps Carter
ordered his collection of Four Lauds with this as the last because it is most brilliant, and
it also brings together many aspects of the compositional elements we have seen in the
previous Lauds. In this piece we can see the occurrence of aggregates, axes, all-interval
tetrachords, all-trichord hexachords, and complement union property.
Student: Wow, that is a lot.
Professor: Yes, and before we delve into the details, I want to comment on an atypical
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characteristic of this piece that stood out to me. I heard the notes of the open strings [G,
D, A, E] being highlighted with pizzicato and prolongation, as we can see from the
following examples:

Student: Yes, I noticed it too, but I didn’t know what it meant.
Professor: For one thing, it relates to the idea of the axes, since [D, E, G, A] forms a [0257]
around the axis 5/6-E/0.
Student: I see.
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Professor: But hearing it also reminds us immediately of the famous opening of the Berg violin
concerto, with the notes [G, D, A, E] played on open strings.
Student: That’s true!
Professor: Berg did use a row, the last part of which seems to be a quote from the Bach chorale
“Es ist genug,” with the notes [B, C#, D#, E#]. This [0246] was highlighted in the
beginning of this Laud, in [A, B, C#, D#] here:

Student: Hmm.
Professor: Obviously this Laud is “Remembering Roger” and not “Remembering Alban”—I just
couldn’t help but make the connection to such a well-known piece of the twelve-tone
repertoire. Let’s study the piece in its other obvious characteristics, and come back to
this idea to decide whether it has any meaningful connections.
Student: Sounds good.
Professor: Let’s start by looking at the structure of the piece. What do you think the form is?
Student: Well, I think it’s a fantasy true to form. It has an improvisatory character, and moves
freely between the different ideas.
Professor: I would agree. Before we identify the different ideas, let’s study the major
compositional elements so we can see how they get layered within each idea. Let’s start
at the beginning with aggregates. You can see two occurrences right away, marked by
brackets:
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There are many throughout the piece, and we will look at two more examples before
studying how they converge with the other elements.

Student: Got it.
Professor: Let’s move right onto perhaps the most prominent element of the piece, the alltrichord hexachord. In the beginning, the ATH is not necessarily highlighted for our
immediate discernment, but going through the piece and recognizing its prevalence, I was
able to come back and label multiple occurrences in the beginning:
1

From the group of notes marked by the rectangles, we can extrapolate two versions of the
ATH. They are related by I6 and I2, respectively. In many cases where we have two
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ATH’s overlapping, it’s usually related by inversion since one extra note which creates
an [0124678] would yield two sets of [012478]. Let’s look at the ending as the perfect
example:

The chord creates [012478] with the notes [C, Db, D, E, G, Ab]. Initially, I did not
understand the significance of the final note, F#. There are 6 notes throughout the piece
with the Bartók pizzicato indication: [Bb, C, C#, D, D#, F#], which is [023458] in prime
form. I did not find much usage of the motive [023458], but each occurrence of the
Bartók pizzicato completed a local motive, such as an axis, AIT, or ATH. So when I
came back to the ending with that in mind, I saw that the F# created another set of ATH,
[C, Db, E, F#, G, Ab].
Student: Cool!
Professor: So in this scenario, the addition of the F# creates [0124678], which yields two ATH’s
related at I8: [C, Db, D, E, G, Ab] and [C, Db, E, F#, G, Ab].
Student: I see. In this minimalistic version, we also have an axis at 4-T.
Professor: Excellent observation. The axis would always go through that middle note, flanked
by three notes on each side.
Student: Right.
Professor: Another thing about the ATH is that it houses both AIT’s: [0146] and [0137]. In the
last chord, [0146] would be created by [D, E, G, Ab], and [0137] would be created by
[Db, D, E, Ab].
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Student: Cool! Mr. Carter is good at bringing things together, especially at the end.
Professor: Right. Since we are discussing these converging ideas, let’s look at a few more things
in the ending. It looks like many of these elements come together in layers:

First we see the axis 0/1-6/7 formed with the help of the open strings pizzicato, and then
we have the ATH formed by [F#, G, Ab, Bb, Db, D]. Within those notes we have both
forms of AIT’s around the axis 4/5-T/E. Then finally we have the last measure, which
brings together the axis 4-T, ATH, and AIT’s in the most concise form.
Student: That’s fantastic.
Professor: I would like to look at how Carter uses the axes in different ways. The first time it
was highlighted for me is in measures 11-12, with the expanding wedges on A and D:

Student: I see!
Professor: Such was my initial impression, but as I looked more closely, I saw that there is no
counterpart to the B in the first group of notes. Then I realized Carter was concerning
himself with yet another occurrence of [012478] in [D, D#, F#, G#, A, Bb].
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Likewise, we have another ATH in measure 12, formed by [C, C#, D, E, G, Ab]. These
are neatly organized and there is no doubt he meant them to be seen. But the A and D
being highlighted is an aural element that is just as effective, and the beauty of the
passage is how they coincide. This would describe much of this complex piece—the
elements overlap all over the place through so many notes, sometimes making it difficult
to know what to bring out. My opinion is that we should locate as many motives as we
can, understand how they are layered, and play it as if to paint an extremely rich and
expressive work of art.
Student: Okay, I will try.
Professor: Let’s continue a bit further on the idea of the axes, which is related to the motive of
the open strings. But first, to quickly supplement the last example, we see the G string
being highlighted in measure 3 with the neighboring notes [F, F#, G, G#, A], and then
forming an ATH with the ensuing [C, C#] as shown by the brackets:

Student: I see, nice.
Professor: So about the axes, the passage in measures 65-66 initially puzzled me greatly, but
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later revealed how the motive of the open strings can come together with the motive of
the axes:

First, I studied Carter’s groupings of the slurs and saw the recurrence of [0137] and
[0148]. The first three sets of [0148] were related at T9 and T10, and the next three sets of
[0137] were all related at I11. The last three sets of [0148] were related at I0, and I11.
Student: I see.
Professor: Then I noticed that he marked the open strings with 0’s, which he didn’t do
previously.
Student: Like here?

Professor: Right, or here:
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So in measures 65-66, separating the open strings [D, E, G, A] from the first bracketed
area left only [F, Gb, Bb, C#]. In the second bracketed area, [D, E, G, A] was combined
with [G#, B, C, D#]. The three sets [D, E, G, A], [F, Gb, Bb, C#], and [G#, B, C, D#]
share the same axis 5/6-E/0, and together they form an aggregate.
Student: I see, cool! Yet another example of how the elements overlap.
Professor: Yes, this reminded me of how the complement union property works, except [D, E, G,
A] + [F, Gb, Bb, C#] ≠ [D, E, G, A] + [G#, B, C, D#]. Speaking of which, should we
look at proper CUP passages?
Student: Sure. I think I saw one around here:

I saw that the interval class alternated between 6 and 3 perfectly, and these dyads created
either [0137] or [0146].
Professor: Excellent. So in this case, [03] + [06] = AIT, and we see that Carter uses either [06]
or [03] to pivot from one AIT to the other. The AIT [0137] is marked by the rectangles,
and [0146] is indicated by ellipses. Isn’t it neat?
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Student: I love it.
Professor: Let’s look at another passage.

The rectangles form ATH, and we can see 13 of them here. Set #4 and #5 have CUP
formed by [016] + [024] = [012478], #6 and #7 are formed by [014] + [012], and #9 –
#13 are formed by [048] + [016]. In the last five sets, [048] is formed by the same notes
[C, E, G#]. The trichord [016] is formed by [F, Gb, B], [A, D, Eb], [C#, F#, G], and [C#,
D, G], which are related by I8, T4, I8, and T0, respectively.
Student: That’s a lot of ATH’s.
Professor: Yes, it is. These motives coincide everywhere and it’s difficult to decide how to
organize this analysis. Perhaps we can pause here to study the different ideas that are
present in the piece.
Student: Sounds great.
Professor: I can see variations of about four different ideas:
1
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The A idea is somewhat linear in shape, and the articulation is varied between slurs,
staccato, ricochet, and accents. The B idea is made of double stops and chords, with
pivot notes that we have identified in “Statement—Remembering Aaron.” The C idea
has sustained notes on [G, D, A, E], interacting with other moving notes. The D idea
appears much later in the piece:

D is made of tremolo material, with pizzicato on the notes [G, D, A, E]. Another D
passage employs tremolo between the notes:

Student: I see. The dynamics are also dramatically softer, creating a mood that is a clear
departure from the other ideas.
Professor: Yes, I agree. Both passages make extensive use of the complement union property as
well. Now, let’s look at some variations of these ideas. How would you classify this
passage?

Student: At first glance, it looks like A since the notes are mostly single, with occasional slurs.
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But the content reminds me more of B, since the adjacent notes can be easily combined to
form double stops, and the repeated notes feel like the pivot notes.
Professor: Right. Any trace of the C idea?
Student: Actually, we have some prolongation and accentuation of [G, D, A, E]!

Professor: That’s right. So it looks like a hybrid of A, B, and C!
Student: How interesting.
Professor: Do you see another passage that combines all three ideas?
Student: There seems to be one towards the end:

Professor: Yes, that’s the one.
Student: I don’t know what to make of this one, however:

Professor: Hmm. The linearized dyads could be considered broken chords, but there are no
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apparent pivot notes, or sustained [G, D, A, E]. I would say this is A’, because the
beginning of the passage reminds me of this segment:
1

Student: Oh I see. So it’s an improvisation on the motive of those three notes.
Professor: That’s the way I see it.
Student: It makes sense. Thank you.
Professor: Sure. Now let’s take a look at some of the transition between the ideas.

Carter often uses repeating notes that seem to belong to both ideas, using the overlap to
transition smoothly.
Student: That’s really neat.
Professor: You can see this kind of blending throughout the piece, and he also uses rests to
move between ideas, as we see between the first A and B.
Student: Right.
Professor: So how would you say the ideas interact with one another?
Student: Well, we saw that in “Riconoscenza per Goffredo Petrassi,” the three strands of thought
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were sharply contrasting, and abruptly juxtaposed. Here, the change occurs more subtly.
If I think of the pieces as paintings, the ideas from “Riconoscenza per Goffredo Petrassi”
may be represented by primary colors in the style of cubism, but “Fantasy—
Remembering Roger” is extremely expressionistic. The ideas blend much more
naturally, and they appear through shapes, rather than clearly defined lines.
Professor: That is an interesting way of describing it, which works.
Student: If I had any talent in painting, I would love to reinterpret the music through a different
medium, but alas…
Professor: It’s okay. We are lucky enough to be able to play the violin—the most beautiful
instrument!
Student: Indeed.
Professor: So now that we have the bigger picture, what do you think about reviewing the piece
chronologically to point out a few relevant details and discuss performance ideas as well?
Student: I would like that.
Professor: Great, then let’s go back to the beginning.

We start the piece with an aggregate, which also includes two ATH’s. As we had
discussed, [0146] and [0137] are always embedded in an ATH, but the [0137] in the first
measure is highlighted by the stroke. The last three notes are accented, which forms an
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[016]. The trichord [016] is particularly useful among the twelve, since it pairs with 5
different trichords to produce the ATH. The following diagram illustrates what I mean:

Student: Cool!
Professor: We did see the [048] + [016] phenomenon in the CUP example.
Student: Yes, the one that sounds like an augmented triad with the notes [C, E, G#].
Professor: Exactly. So it would be nice to bring out this [016] motive in the accented [D, D#,
G#], with the additional indication of secco.
Student: Got it.
Professor: The second set of ATH in the second measure is marked by ruvido—do you know
what it means?
Student: I’ve seen it in some Bartók pieces—doesn’t it mean rough?
Professor: Yes, so it’s one occasion we don’t have to worry about making extraneous noises.
Then in the “G axis” area, I would lean more on the G-string than the upper notes.
Student: Okay.
Professor: In the “Es ist genug” segment, I would lean more on the upper A, since the open string
motive is likely more relevant than the reference to the Bach chorale.
Student: Got it.
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Professor: The next part is difficult to execute due to many rapid crossings and awkward
shifting:

Once again, we see many ATH’s, and an aggregate. The accented notes of measures 910 form the axis 5/6-E/0, excluding the last note B.
Student: I also noticed that the unaccented notes are the open strings.
Professor: Exactly! As we observed that this includes all three ideas A, B, and C, it does
sound like a special blend of colors. The [G, D, A, E] motive gets first highlighted by the
slur in measure 9, then in the “negative space” of the unaccented notes in measure 10.
Student: Cool! Initially, it bothered me that this passage sounded hectic and disorganized, but
realizing that it’s a combination of the different ideas, I can now embrace the
awkwardness.
Professor: That’s wonderful. Rather than trying to show the delineation of ATH or the
aggregate, bringing out the back and forth movement of the repetitive notes characterizes
this passage more effectively. Also, in order to bring out the multi-faceted texture, I
would suggest playing the complementary slurs [A#, D#, G#] and [G, D, A] in measure 9
with a swinging feeling, sharpening the contrast with the following passage marked
marcato. You don’t need to make the quintuplets particularly even, which would also
contrast nicely with the strict marcato character. In terms of bowing, it would be too
awkward to cross against the curve of the instrument, so I would suggest playing these
slurs up-bow, down-bow—and this would apply to other similar passages. You can play
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another down-bow at the beginning of the marcato section, as long as you don’t connect
the two down-bows.
Student: I like that bowing!
Professor: Good. So let’s move on:

This is the passage that combines the ATH with the audible axes on A and D. I would
make sure to pluck the A string sufficiently clearly, so as not to make it seem haphazard.
Play the long A and D with more weight, and the other notes lightly as embellishments. I
would play other C passages in a similar way, in order to highlight the prolonged [G, D,
A, E] motive.
Student: Okay.
Professor: Then we have some lighter texture in the following passage, characterized by the A
idea:
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In measure 14, we have three sets of ATH with complement union property. We had
[C#, D, G, Ab] from the end of measure 13, which is the same form of [0167] shared by
all three sets. The members of [04] are [F#, A#] and [C, E], related at T7. We have
another CUP example in measures 15-16, where [C#, D, F#, G] is paired with [Eb, F] and
[Bb, C], related by T7 again.
Student: Cool! I like the [0137] marked by the ricochet notes. The left hand pizzicato is
challenging, but I will continue to work on the exercises and try to pizz more “deeply.”
Professor: Great. Let’s continue to the next section:

Just to point out a few details, we have the two ATH’s around the axis 0-6 in measures
23-24, and another set of two in measure 26, around the axis 5-E. In measures 24-25, we
see many AIT’s, some rotating around axes. First we have a set of [0146]’s around the
axis 0/1-6/7, and then a set of [0137]’s around the same axis. The tetrachord [0257] at
the end of measure 25 is equivalent to the open strings motive, formed this time by [D, A,
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E, B]. The A and B ideas alternate without sharp contrast, often through the use of rests.
Would you like to comment on the next passage?

Student: A and B continue to have polite exchanges mostly through rests, with a nice
collaboration of an ATH at the end. AIT’s are everywhere. It looks like Carter pivots
between [0146] and [0137] using the dyads, as we have studied before. That would be
the case between the AIT #1-2, #6-7, #8-9, #13-14, and #14-15. He also pivots between
different members of [0146] in #4-6, and between members of [0137] in #9-10.
Professor: Great! We are seeing a lot of examples of CUP. The next part is one we have already
studied in the initial discussion of CUP:
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The rectangles show ATH’s, which continue to permeate the passage.
Student: Right.
Professor: Let’s continue:

In measures 47-48, we have a variation on the complement union property: [025] + [014]
= [013589] related at T2.
Student: I see that the accented notes [A, G] and [B, A] are spaced [02] apart as well.
Professor: As are all the counterparts of the set classes. But that’s what T2 implies, so I’m being
redundant.
Student: It’s okay. It helps me to hear the sequence more “tonally.” Even though the tonal
connection is not necessary, it really helps the passage to stick to my memory.
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Professor: Absolutely—it can only help. So we have ATH formed by these four sets of
trichords, then we have another ATH formed by a set of tetrachords. These tetrachords
are not members of the same set class, but the rhythmic pattern is useful for our
organization. Furthermore, we have another ATH formed by the next four sets of dyads.
Student: It’s almost like an exercise on how varied the sound of ATH could be.
Professor: Indeed—so it would be effective to really enjoy the different shapes and textures of
each occurrence. Don’t be afraid to exaggerate the different articulation indication such
as slurs, accents, and rests. For example, I would pause slightly longer before the upbeat
to measure 50, and bring out the [G, D]- and [A, E]-motive highlighted by the slurs.
Please don’t feel obligated to stay metronomic.
Student: Great—I will try to bring those out, especially with the accents. I see that there are
hairpins that go along with the idea, as well as the marking brillante.
Professor: Studying this piece makes my ears and eyes nearly explode from information
overload.
Student: And my fingers from overexertion.
Professor: It is certainly a difficult piece in many ways. But let’s push through—we are almost
at the last page. The next part was one of the CUP examples, and I added a few more
ATH’s, etc.:
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Student: I like the “CUP preview” in measure 55, in forte. The subsequent CUP segment is in
subito pianissimo, so it helps the passage to stand out in expressivity. I guess it’s also the
grand entrance of the last idea, D.
Professor: Exactly. And this is the first passage in which all four notes of the [G, D, A, E]
motive are highlighted in proximity so I would make sure to pizz the notes clearly in
measures 59-61. Remember that we should always aim for a higher level of dynamic for
notes marked pizzicato.
Student: Got it.
Professor: I feel like this is one of the passages that could be played by the violins if this piece
were to be orchestrated.
Student: Yes, I can imagine that. Speaking of orchestration, what do you think about the flute or
other wind instruments for the A idea, brass for the B idea, and lower strings for the C
idea with the cello and bass holding the [G, D, A, E]?
Professor: I like it. For the ricochet passages in A, we could employ the percussion.
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Student: Of course.
Professor: This piece is full of possibilities for our imagination. Moving onward, we have the
arpeggiated passage, which highlighted the [G, D, A, E] motive around the axis:

Once again, we have CUP between the AIT #1-2, #2-3, and #4-5.
Student: Beginning at the CUP sequence in measure 67, I see that each set of two notes adds a
new compositional layer. First, each dyad produced another AIT, then after the last AIT
of [0137] in measure 68, the following dyad created an ATH, and the following dyad
created the axis 4-T.
Professor: That’s a wonderful observation. With the rests, you can really discern the notes and
try to place them around a mental pitch clockface.
Student: After so much repetition, I think I can hear some of the AIT’s and ATH’s if they’re in
the same register at a slower speed.
Professor: That’s great—I would say that’s a true accomplishment.
Student: I agree. It took a lot of work.
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Professor: And now we are really at the end of the piece:

So what do you see?
Student: We continue to see ATH’s, some simultaneously occurring around axes, and a series of
AIT’s, with CUP between #1-2, #2-3, #3-4, #5-6, #6-7, #7-8, and #9-10.
Professor: Yes, and at the end, we see all these elements coming together. Having gone through
the piece in detail, I would say that the Berg concerto reference is not as relevant,
although the initial connection was valid. We saw that the main motives were the ATH,
AIT, aggregates, CUP, axes, and the open strings, and all of this came together to weave
a rich fabric of sonority.
Student: Yes, it is growing on me, although I need much more time to be able to play it at the
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right tempo. Not to reference yet another piece, but from my limited repertoire I’m
reminded of the Bartók Solo Sonata in its difficulty and brilliance. I can see this piece
becoming popular if more people could do it justice.
Professor: That would be a wonderful tribute to both Carter and Sessions.
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CONCLUSION
As I conclude my journey of learning Carter’s musical language through the Four Lauds,
I am reminded of my own naiveté in choosing a topic that was so foreign to me. At the same
time, it has proven to be a wonderful challenge, which represents my desire for perpetual
learning. It also demonstrates that anyone who may be in my previous state of illiteracy of
Carter’s language can approach his music with earnestness and commitment, and learn to truly
appreciate what it has to offer. I found the Four Lauds to be intellectually satisfying, technically
challenging, and musically beautiful. They were so different from one another, each one original
in a surprising way. Through studying “Statement—Remembering Aaron,” I learned what a
beloved and important figure Copland was at the time, and as I interpreted the ubiquitous pivotal
elements of the analysis to represent his central presence in the field, I was deeply touched by the
musical laud. In learning “Riconoscenza per Goffredo Petrassi,” I was struck by the fascinating
unfolding of the three strands of thought, and the beauty of the sound it created. In “Rhapsodic
Musings,” the motive took on a strong presence as the identity of Robert Mann. The
transformation was gripping, and the spirit of R. M. truly impacted me every time I even looked
at the score. By the time I came to the last Laud, I had gained more confidence through finding a
meaningful picture of each one of the previous works. However, I was humbled to face
something completely new, which did not find satisfactory organization in my head until late
into my analysis. And once it did, it allowed me to conclude my project with the utmost
excitement and authority, which was paralleled by the music.
Most relevant and enjoyable was how I was able to utilize a pedagogical approach,
incorporating various fields of study in a constructive and practical way. My goal was to allow
any student of the violin to be able to find an engaging introduction to Carter’s music, and I hope
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my dissertation brings about further interest and confidence in studying other works of the posttonal repertoire.
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